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Setbacks delay Union Student's death leaves
unanswered questions
expansion until fall
By Amanda Hebert
Assistant News Editor

The Memorial Union expansion and renovation project is still under way. CAMPUS PHOTO BY MARK DWYER

By Kelly Michaud
News Editor
Students were once Loki that
when they came back from
semester break, they would be
walking into a completed
Memorial Union. As construction continues on the expansion
and renovation project, wires
dangle from the ceiling and tarps
and plywood have turned the

building into a maze.
University of Maine students
are caught in a waiting game and
there • is no guarantee when the
buzzer will sound. If the project
had gone as originally planned,
the Union would have been completed in May 2000.
According to administrators
directly involved in the project,
the project was first put out to bid
in December 1998. The bids came

in at more than $1.5 million over
budget. As a result, certain concepts had to be scratched and
areas redesigned.
In November 1999, the project
was put out to bid once again,
with the completion date slated
for mid-August 2001. Food services and other promised venues
were slated to be open for the cur-

President George W. Bush.
File photo.
By Matt Shaer

National Politics Reporter
President George W. Bush surprised even his harshest critics
Saturday, when only a few days
into office, he introduced an array
of initiatives he plans to unveil in
the next few weeks to fulfill his

Soo CORBEIL on page 6

See UNION on page 5

Bush announces plans
for education, defense
campaign promises.
In his first radio address as
president, Bush promised immediate action towards reform in
public schools across the country.
"I want to make all of our public schools places of learning and
high standards and achievement,"
Bush said. "Our country must
offer every child, no matter what
his or her background...a fair start
in life with a quality education."
Bush subsequently detailed a
plan to reform the nation's ailing
educational system. His proposal
would include mandatory tang
in math and reading from the third
through eighth grades with monetary rewards or penalties for each
school depending on the results.
In a more conversional step,
the president promised the passing of a voucher bill that would
make it legal for poor students to
receive money from the government to pay for private tuition, a
tutor or an after-school program..
The money would come from fed-

For the third time in 13
months, a student at the
University of Maine has died by
theirr own hand. Hannah Corbeil
was found dead in her Orono
apartment Dec. 18, 2000. Her
body was found around 3:30 a.m.
on Monday, the first day of finals
week for the fall semester.
State police say she died of a
self-inflicted gunshot wound to
the head but would not call the
death suicide,
"We had ruled that it was a
self-inflicted wound," Steve
McCausland, spokesman for the
Maine State Police Department,
said. "It was left to be determined
whether it was a suicide or an
accident."
Jim Ferland, administrator for
the Maine State medical examiner, said while it has been more
than a month since Corbeil's
death, there is still no answer to

whether it was intentional or an
accident.
Although Corbeil's two room mates and a male friend were in
the 14 Water St. apartment at the
time of her death, foul play has
been ruled out as a possibility.
"We determined that there was
no crime here," McCausland said.
"They were questioned, but there
was no crime."
He said the three have been
cooperating with police throughout the investigation.
McCausland said there was no
suicide note or any other clear
indication that Corbeil intended to
commit suicide.
"There was no note, if there
had been it would have been
solved in the early hours,"
McCausland said.
Police would not release the
caliber of the gun used, saying
only that it was a handgun and
Corbeil was the owner.

eral and state aid the failing
schools woulaxtherwise receive.
Democrats in the House of
Representatives and the Senate
have promised to oppose the bill
if it is sent through Congress,
claiming that it would drain the
already meager federal funds
allotted to public schools.
"Vouchers drain funds from
failing schools at the very
moment when schools need these
resources the most," House
Democratic leader Dick Gephardt
said Saturday on NBC's Meet the
Press. "We must not allow
'reform' to erode the federal
responsibility to support priorities
like helping disadvantaged students and putting a quality teacher
in every classroom."
Bush however, claims he has bipartisan support for his proposal. In
his national radio address, he said,"I
met this week with congressional
leaders in both parties, and we found
See BUSH on page 4

Josh Marn, Mark Grasberg and Ben Boscillo play a pick up game
of hockey Friday at The Berg', the recently constructed ice rink
near Lengyel gym. CAMPUS PHOTO BY KATHIE CONNELLY.

Polar Bears break
ice, open 'Berg'
By Jennifer Gundersen
For The Maine Campus
Rain hampered their first
attempt but did not dampen the
spirits of the University of Maine
Polar Bear Club.
The Polar Bear Club, which
built an outdoor ice rink for skating and hockey on campus, had
lots of work to do after an unseasonable rainstorm ruined their
first rink in December. After 160
hours of work and 35,000 gallons
of water,"The Berg," as members
call it, opened Jan. 11 on Lengyel
Field.
To flood the field, water was
pumped from the Stillwater River

into barrels and carried by truck
to the field.
Now that the rink is built, it
still requires attention. Three or
four club members re-surface the
rink every night by scraping the
ice and spraying it with a hose.
"People have really gotten
behind the rink this year," Ryan
Labrecque, the club's president,
said. "We are much more organized and I think it shows."
The idea to build the rink was
first brought to Recreational
Sports last winter.
"We wanted a place to skate
and do a little stick and puck,"
See ICE RINK on page 7
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LEGAL
By Jennifer O'Leary
Legal Affairs Columnist
According to Maine State
Law, it is illegal for minors to
possess tobacco products.
Until recently, Maine State
courts had not decided whether
police officers have the authority to search minors seen smoking cigarettes.
Superior Court Justice S.
Kirk Studstrup ended this questionable procedure in a recent
case, deciding that police officers did not have the authority
to search minors in this scenario. Justice Studstrup deemed
such searches as a violation of
the Fourth Amendment to the
United States Constitution.
The decision came out of a
recent case where a police officer saw three juveniles on a
street corner in Waterford. One

of the juveniles was smoking a
cigarette, a civil offense under
Maine law. The officer spoke to
the juvenile and determined that
he was under age 18. Then the
officer did a pat-down search of
the juvenile. According to Justice
Strudstrup's opinion, the search
was not conducted for officer
safety but rather to find the
remainder of the cigarettes.
During the search the officer
found an illegal butterfly knife.
The juvenile was charged with the
juvenile offense of trafficking in
knives.
Justice
dangerous
Studstrup determined that the
civil violation was complete when
the police officer witnessed the
16-year-old juvenile smoking a
cigarette.
Patterson, the juvenile's attorney, argued, "You can summons
him [the juvenile] right there;
there was no need to look on his

person for anything else...you
can't give him a violation for
smoking a cigarette and then
immediately give him another one
for having them in his pocket."
Patterson
Furthermore,
argued, "In order to conduct a
warrantless search, the law is
clear you need to have exigent
circumstances and you have to
have reasonable suspicion of
criminal activity."
This marked case provides the
current path the tobacco laws are
taking. A minor may be summoned for smoking a cigarette,
however, a police officer cannot
search the minor looking for
more cigarettes.
The issue of search and
seizure has recently made headlines at the University of Maine
and other campuses across the
United States.
The Legal
Services staff is in the process of

Affairs
creating a brochure detailing student rights on this volatile subject.
More details will be forthcoming
in future Legal Affairs columns.
A quick reminder...
You still have time to fill out
an application for the Maine Rent
Refund Program. Applications
are available at all municipal
offices as well as in the Legal
Services office in the Memorial
Union. The program allows you
to receive up to $1,000 back from
the state if you meet the following
requirements:
*You were a resident of Maine
for all of 1999.
*You rented or owned a home
for all 12 months and occupied
that home for at least six months.
*You made less than $27,400 if
you are single, or $42,600 if you are
married or have dependents (if you
shared an apartment with room-

mates but were not dependent on
each other, everyone should fill
out the form as if they lived alone,
claiming only the money that
they individually paid).
The Rent Refund Program is
a tremendous opportunity for
students to receive money back
from the state. However, if you
plan to apply, act quickly. The
deadline for submission of
applications is Jan.31, 2001.
Legal Services of Student
Government is located on the
third floor of the Memorial Union
(581-1789). Office hours are
Monday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Wednesday and Thursday 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. Legal questions may be
presented to the Legal Services
office, conveyed to us by interoffice mail, or sent to Theodore
Curtis or Jennifer O'Leary on
FirstClass. Copyright Theodore
Curtis, 2000.

Career Fair brings variety, job opportunities
By Kelly Michaud
News Editor

state and national companies,
organizations, health care facilities, government agencies and
In a few short months .thou- internship programs are schedsands of graduating seniors will uled to attend.
be entering the work force. The
Director of the Career Center,
University of Maine is trying to Patty Counihan, explained how
give its students a head start on the fair is the best way for stutheir job search.
dents to get solid, first-hand inforOn Wednesday, Jan. 31, mation from employers.
UMaine's Career Center will host
"Students can learn what
its fourth annual Career Fair at employers look for when they
Alfond Arena from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. hire and it is a wonderful netOver 140 representatives from working opportunity," Counihan

said. "These companies have jobs
"Any student who doesn't take Beacon.
and internships to fill and word advantage of this wonderful pro"Some parents will attend and
has spread that this is an excellent gram is missing a once-a-year will learn a great deal about the job
fair and the quality of our students opportunity to talk with career market in Maine and across the
has a lot to do with that."
experts in virtually every field of nation from experts in today's
The Career Fair has broadened employment," John Beacon, dean employment market," he said. "I
its venue of employers even more of enrollment management said.
have received numerous thank you
than past years. Previously the
Students from all class levels notes from parents who appreciate
fair has been flooded with busi- are encouraged to attend. Even if being kept informed about events
ness and engineering companies. you're not in the job market yet, on campus like the fair."
Now more health care, education, many companies offer internships
Students who may be apprescientific research,journalism and which, according to Counihan, hensive
about
approaching
non-profit organizations are are a crucial experience.
prospective employers can put
attending.
"Internships help you find out some of their worries to rest. The
if this is what you love or not," Career. Center has compiled
she said. "Even if it's a horren- pointers on what to bring with
dous experience, you're develop- you, what not to do and sample
ing skills and can show you're questions to ask representatives.
ready for the working world."
This information can be accessed
the
Beacon expressed how, for at the Career Center, located on
most students, finding a reward- the third floor of Chadbourne
ing and satisfying job is the goal Hall, or via the center's Web site
of attending college for four or at www.ume.maine.edub-career.
The site also contains a complete
more years.
"Who wouldn't want to know listing of organizations attending
what the job market is like or is the fair.
The fair is sponsored by IBM,
going to be like in the next two or
three years, in his or her major MBNA New England, Bath Iron
field of study?" he said. "Who Works, Kiewit Construction
..4104;10„:•,.
wouldn't want to learn what the Company, Envisionet, Irving
various starting salaries are for Woodlands LLC, National Grid
•
different companies? [Student's] U.S.A., MUNIS, Unicel and
questions can be answered at the Wright Enterprise LLC.
+0
The fair is free and open to the
fair."
tioy or tAirpler +he wa+er —
For the first time, invitations public. The concessions stand will
were extended to parents to help be open for student convenience.
have an 7'nternship for you!
keep them engaged in their stu- For more information, contact the
dent's education, according to Career Center at 581-1359.

Sutvomer InternshIos
ai
taring Marine Center

f vou (ik0
on,
WC

Be one of thirty Widergrdduatey le work and live.
at tht I)arling Marinn Centrr this. SUITIMCY.
intrrnship intiwynation, project 17k5rriptionc and
application material are available on line at
bitp;ll.server,dtntJnatine.edu
or by calling .581-3321, e.xt.

Application deadline is
February 15th!

A former University of
Maine student was killed last
week in her hometown of
Barrington, R.I.
Katherine E. Brown, 20,
was enrolled at UMaine for the

1999-2000 academic year
before returning her home state.
Her boyfriend was arrested for
her murder later that night. The
20 yeat-old man alledgedly has a
history of abuse against Brown.
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Job Search Workshops Great Careers for Liberal
Arts Er Sciences Majors
Spring 2001

To regLster with the Career Center
please visit our web page at:
www.umeimaine.eauf-career

FebruarySeminarSerie% 200.1
Location: Career Center

Location: Career Center

Orientation tojobTrakf
Careers for History Majors
BearTraks: On-Campus
Interview Scheduling System Wednesday February 7 3:10PM
Thursday January 25 3:10PM
Careers for English Majors
Monday January 29 2:10PM
2:10PM
February 9
Friday
Resume Writing:
New Techniques
Environmental Careers
Wednesday January 24 2:10PM Wednesday February 14 2:10PM
Thursday January 25 2:10PM
Monday January 29 3:10PM Careers for Psychology Majors
Thursday February 15 3:10PM
Dynamite Cover Letters
January 26 1:10PM
Friday
Careers for Sociology Er
Thursday February 1 2:10PM
Anthropology Majors
Friday
February 16 2:10PM
Effective Interviewing
Techniques
Careers for Philosophy Majors
January 26 2:10PM
Friday
and Other Liberal Arts TYpes
Thesday January 30 3:10PM Tuesday
February 20 3:10PM

From there, click on the BearTraks link. You will need to
complete a briefregistration. Some ofthe services offered
through BearTraks are:

st Jobs Er Internships
Searchfull-time, part-rime, temporary, internship &
co-op positions.

IntetviewIRAK
On-campus interview scheduling system.

•Resutnes
Post or update your online resume.
a Online Career Fair

Stop by the virtual careerfair booths.

*Career Contact and Alumni*Work
Find alumni career contacts.

How to Find Internships
Careers for Political Science Er
Thesday January 30 2:10PM Public Administration Majors
Monday February 5 2:10PM Thursday February 22 1:10PM

a,**OA&
Get your questions answered here.

*Job Search Tips

Please sitn up ahead time for the workshops that you plan to
attend h calling the Caret,T Center at 5$l-l39 or stop by the
office on the third floor of Chadbourne Ilan.

Research resume writing, interview and salary tips.

Career Fair 2001 Participants

advice
For details, check the Career
Center webeita it
bliPWWWW.U010.111411.144

contacts

edp/-oarear
or call 581-1359

r,g4uff,

CAREER
FAIR

2001
Wednesday, January 31, 2001
10am - 3pm • Mond Arena
Presented by the Career Center and the
Collegiate Chapter of the American Marketing Association
*Rh assistance from the following sponsors:
Bath Iron Works, Envisions*, IBM, Irving Woodlands LLC,
kiewit Construction Company, MBNA New England, MUNIS,
,
WOW gnilsrsit-I-Pf
• ,Nitii0Ittakvridn$46'
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Acadia Hospital
Acadia National Park
Adecco
Affiliated Laboratory, Inc.
American Camping Association'
New England Section
AmeriCorps
Amos Department Stores
Areiog Oevicas
Anthem Blue Cross & Blue Shield
Aroostook Medical Center, The
Aroostook Mental Health Ctr.
Associated Press, The
Atlantic Home Health,
BAE SYSTEMS
(formerly Sanders)
Baker Newman & Noyes
Bangor Daily News
Bangor Hydro Electric Company
Bangor Savings Bank
Bangor YMCA
Bankers Life & Casualty
Company/Bangor
Banknorth Group
Bath Iron Works Corporation
Becket School, The
Berry, Dunn, McNeil & Parker
CPAs
Bonney Staffing Center
Boston Public Schools
Cadillac Mountain Sports
Camden National Bank
Capricorn Products
Cary Medical Canter
Casco Development, Inc.
Chewonki Foundation, The
Circuit Dry Stores, Inc.
Communities for Children
Community Health & Counseling
Services
Computer Sciences Corporation
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical
Center
DeLorme
Dingo Financial Group
Dulresne-Henly
Eastern Maine Medical Center
Eckend Youth Alternatives
Edward siOnSe Investments
Edwards and Keicey, Inc.
Encore Paper Company. Inc.
Enterasys Networks
Enterprise Rant-A--Car
Envisionet
Fairchild Semiconductor
Farm Credit Agricultural Crfaill
Association
tRidelly,investrnents
,

Forum Financial Group
Franklin Memorial Hospital
Geneva Hearin Services
Georgia Pacific Corp.
Good Samaritan Agency
Good Will-Hinckley
Great Expectations IV & V
(Bright Horizons Family
Solutions)
Hannaford Bros Company
Harding ESE
H E. Sargent
Heidelberg Web Systems
Hurricane Island Outward
Bound School
Husky Iniection Molding
System
IBM
IDEXX Laboratories, Inc.
Interface Fabrics Group
International Paper Company
Investors Bank & Trust
Company
Irving Woodlands LLC
Jackson Laboratory. The
John A. Russell Corporation
Judith Nitsch Engineering, Inc.
KidsPeace New England
)(neva Construction Company
Kmart Corp.
LANCO Assembly Systems
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Company
LiveBridge
Maine Air National Guard
Maine Army National Guard
Maine Association of
Broadcasters
Maine Coast Memorial
Hospital
Maine Department of Humin
Services
Maine Department of Labor
Maine Department of
Transportation
Maine Medical Center
Maine State Government
Summer Internship Program
Maine Times
MBNA New England
McCain Fooda USA, Inc.
Mead Paper
Meldisco/Foolstar
Mercy Hospital
Mitre Corporation, The
Mount Desert Island Biological
Lab
MUMS

National God U.S.A.
National Semiconductor
National Theatre Workshop of
the Handicapped, The
NO and Gunter, Inc.
New England Environmental
Internship Program
New Hampshire:Department of
Trarriponation
NOAA Corps
OH1
Peace Corps
Petit Marion National Wildlife
Refuge (U. S. Fish & Wildlife)
Phillips Academy Summer
Session
Pike Industries, Inc.
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
Pratt & Whitney
Procter & Gentle Company,The
Progressive Insurance
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
St. Joseph Hospital
Santeet Resort
SCI Systems, Inc.
Southern Maine Medical
Center
Spurwink School. The
Sun Lite Financial
Teradyne Inc.-Connection
Systems
Tundra Semiconductor
Corporation
U.S. Mr Force/Officer Programs
U.S. Anny
U.S. Border Patrol
U.S. Marine Corps Officer
Programs
U.S. Naval Undersea Warfare
Center
U.S. Navy Civilian Jobs
UMaine Graduate School
UMaine Master of Arts in
Teaching Program
Unicel
United Way of Eastern Maine
UnurrVProvictent Corporation
USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service
Vencor. Incorporated
Vermont Stale Polo,
Vortechnies Industries
WCSH 6AMLBZ 2
Wells Fargo Financial
Whitmire%
Woodard 8, Conan
Wright Express LLC
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Bodybuilders risk exercise dependence
By John Contreraz
Sports Editor
Every year, New Year's resolutions and spring break getaways
send people running to the gym.
While many people will attempt
to jump start their lives with a
new weight training program,
about half won't make it past the
six-month mark, according to Dr.
Bruce Hale, director of academic
services for student athletes at the
University of Maine. Hale is also
a former sports psychology professor at Staffordshire University
in England.
Hale's latest research in coordination with his British colleagues, targets bodybuilders who
can potentially become exercise
dependent. This new area of study
looks for characteristics in bodybuilders who put working out
ahead of all other aspects of their
lives just to maintain their
physique and improve their self

image.
"They blow off work [and]
they don't keep a steady job
because they're so involved in
bodybuilding," Hale said.
Bodybuilders who are exercise
dependent workout even if
they're injured against medical
advice, workout when they're
sick and are obsessive about their
body image. These same people
can potentially suffer from withdrawal symptoms, such as not
sleeping well when away from the
gym and cut out other social
aspects of their lives to work out.
Exercise dependence, also
called muscular dysmorphia, is a
psychological problem similar to
anorexia in that people with
anorexia feel too big and people
with muscular dysmorphia feel
they're not big enough, Hale said.
Exercise dependence is a serious problem, but the number of
people it effects is minute. A visit
to Latti Fitness Center probably

won't turn up an exercise dependent bodybuilder. Hale is quick to
point out that not working out is
much more of a prevalent problem in our society.
"We have a much bigger problem in this Society ... with the millions of people who don't exercise enough to attain health benefits and huge numbers of people
who are obese and overweight,"
he said.
These studies target bodybuilders because these same
dependency traits are not seen in
competitive power lifters or professional athletes. The difference
is the reasons they work out,
according
to
Dr.
Hale.
Bodybuilders attempt to improve
their image, while other athletes
and power lifters are interested in
the strength and athletic performance results of weight training.
"They're [bodybuilders] not
doing it for some ultimate long
term goal," Hale said. "It's
because they don't feel like they
look good. We're talking about
some psychological concerns
about body image."
These psychological concerns
can sometimes lead to steroid use
or other muscle enhancing drugs.
Further research in this rela-

tively new field will focus on
accurately measuring the criteria
dependence.
for
exercise
Research will also concentrate on
gender differences and differences between drug and non-drug
users. This field of study started
with runners who run too much.
The research carried over into
those who workout at any
expense. So how much exercise
is too much?
"That's probably the $64,000
question," Hale said. "I don't
think there's anyway to really
classify that for individuals."
Maintaining a balance lifestyle is
the key, according to Hale,
including regular exercise three to
five times a week and getting
your heart rate up long enough to
receive physical benefits.
"It's a real interesting area to
study," Hale said. "The bigger
concern for me in physical education is that not enough people do
any exercise and I don't like to
provide them for arguments for
not exercising."
According to Hale, the problem with New Year resolutions is
that people don't truly intend to
make a life change.
"A lot of people didn't mean it
in the first place," he said.

Open
your mind
Freshman Travis Proctor squats at Latti Fitness Center. CAMPUS
PH()ro BY MA I NiLVV J. STEPP.

You may learn
something about yourself.
The Maine Campus
UMalne's thrice-weekly newspaper
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Bush

from page 1

a lot ofagreement on the basic goals
of reform. No one is content with
the status quo, most are open to new
ideas, everyone agrees at least that
the problems are serious and action
is urgently needed."
In addition to the education
reform bill, Bush has busied himself with defense related concerns. In a national address on
Friday, the president hinted at his
plans for reducing America's substantial nuclear arsenal while
reviving support for a national
missile defense system.
Bush is not the first president
to push for such a system. Former
President William Clinton had
also expressed interest in the idea,
later withdrawing support in deference to technology he deemed
inadequate and unsafe.
Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld initially said last week
on CNN that it was "too early to
discuss details of a national missile
defense development to protect the
United States and its allies."
After further questioning,
Rumseld conceded,"The president
has not been ambivalent about this.
He intends, to deploy a missile
defense capability for the country."
Although Bush has garnered
support for the plan, he is still far
from earning broad bi-partisan
acclaim. Critics of the proposal
claim that deploying the missile
defense system would only anger
nuclear powerhouses like China or
Russia. Some question the fiscal
responsibility of such an action.
In Moscow Friday, President
Vladimir Putin spoke out against
missile defense systems. Putin has
warned that Russia will scrap all
existing arms control agreements if
plan.

The 14th Camden Conference on Foreign Affairs

SPECIAL COURSE
3 OFFERING:
GLOBALIZATION:
The Dynamic Effects
on Governments,
Corporations, and Societies
wnn
00MOMODICIT

A 3-Credit Course Offered By:

nom

THE UNIVERSITY OF

Class Meets:
February 9,March 3,
April 7, and April28

rrn MAINE
In collaboration with

The Camden Conference
The Camden Public Library
The Hutchinson Center

Call 581-3144 TO REGISTER FOR
INT483,POS 359,or SOC 340
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Union
rent spring 2001 semester. But
they are not.
According to Jon Lewis, executive director of Student Auxiliary
Services, "it is certain that students graduating in May will not
see a fully completed Union."
Completion of the $12.5 million project is slated for the middle of the fall 2001 semester.
The delays can be attributed to
two major factors.
"A shortage of sub-contractors
caused a delay in the general contractor's [DL. Poulin] schedule
and we lost some time when we
considered changing to a food
court design," Lewis said.
The floor plans from 1999
depict the food service operation
as a marketplace dining facility.
Six months into the project, the
plans were changed to resemble a
food court like that in a mall or
airport. The food court would
have put the project over budget,
so administrators reverted to the
original marketplace concept.
The market will be comprised
of various food venues. There will
be a bakery featuring Pillsbury
products and Starbucks coffee.
The grill area's menu will serve
breakfast as well as grilled chicken, burgers, fresh fish, grilled
sandwiches and french fries.
The university signed a contract
with Jump Asian Express Cuisine
and according to Lewis, will honor
their contract with the chain.

from page 1
The deli will have the same style
sandwiches found at M.C. Fernald
as well as pizza and pasta. A counter is also set aside for traditional
home cooked foods such as turkey,
meatloaf and baked potatoes. Taco
Bell, Campbell's Classics soups
and a salad bar round out the rest of
the marketplace.
Parallel to the marketplace will
be a 550-seat dining room.
Blueprints indicate a small bar
will be on the south end of the dining room and adjacent to it, there
will be lighting and sound equipment for performances.
The former Damn Yankee will
be filled with a mixture of overstuffed chairs and tables.
According to Lewis, there will
also be a late-night sweet shop
parlor in the area where Taco Bell
used to be.
The former Bear's Den is still
scheduled to house student organizations including The Maine
Campus and WMEB.
"We will be working closely
with the contractor in an attempt
to have the student offices ready
for the fall 2001 semester," Lewis
said. "We will notify everyone
well in advance of the moving
dates."
According to Lewis, not all of
the student offices have been
assigned. Any recognized student
organization needing office space
should notify Joe Mollo, director
of Campus Activities and Events.

D.L. Poulin is scheduled to
complete the dining area portion
of the Union in mid-March. But
don't get in line for food quite yet.
"As soon as the contractor is
finished with the space, kitchen
equipment will be installed and
Dining Services will prepare the
area for operation," Lewis said.
The process will potentially
take an additional four weeks to
complete.
"Delays are always possible
and occur frequently in construction," Lewis said. "Our primary concern is for the quality
of the project we receive from
the contractor."
The future of two existing
eateries on campus will be determined once the Union facilities
are open. M.C. Fernald will
reduce its operation hours back to
Monday-Friday during lunch
hours. If it can financially survive
competing with the Union, it will
remain open. The same goes for
the Oakes Room in Fogler
Library.
"We will be sensitive to the
university's needs but they need
to be financially viable operations," Lewis said.
A forum has been scheduled
for Thursday, Feb. 8 at 3:30 p.m.
in the Bangor Lounge of the
Union. A panel of administrators
having direct responsibility for
specific areas of the project will
be available to answer questions.

............•

Memorial Union construction CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM

Study reveals technological gender gap among freshmen
By Lindsey Olsen
The Daily Free Press
BOSTON (U-WIRE) - Young
women entering college have less
confidence than men in their computer skills, according to a study
conducted at the University of
California at Los Angeles. The
study found only a two percent
difference in regular use between
the genders, yet men are twice as
likely to rate their computer skill
levels above average.
The UCLA researchers surveyed the attitudes and habits of
400,000 incoming college freshmen nationally, revealing a record
number — 78.5 percent — of college freshmen reporting regular use
of computers in the previous year
of high school. However, the gap in
confidence levels between men and

.„ .
women was the widest since computer-related questions were first
included in the study in 1985.
No similar study has been conducted at Boston University as of
yet, however Mark Crovella,
associate professor in the computer science department at BU,
claimed "this is definitely not the
case with my students."
Although Crovella admits his
observations Might be slanted
because his students are selfselected for their interests in computers to begin with, he said he
sees no difference in proficiency
or confidence levels between the
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two sexes.
Margrit Betke, an assistant
professor in the computer science
department, believes the study
was based on her experience, but
warned it could be misleading.
"[I've] never had a female
student who boasts about computer factoids the way some
male students do," she said.
"When it comes to real skills, my
female students are just as confident and capable as my male students. Unfortunately, I don't
have many female students in
computer science."
"I'm about 40 percent confi-
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Today.
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dent ill my computer skins,"

Natal

June Mastromarino, a junior in
the College of Arts and Sciences.
"It just seems like men are more
encouraged in computing fields.
Take engineering for example.
There are lots more men in [the
College of Engineering] than
women."
Kelly Wilson, a College of
Communication freshman, said
she is quite confident in her computer skills, even though she's
never taken a computer class.
"I'd rate my confidence level
at about 75 percent. I don't think
men are actually better skilled at
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they just pretend to know more
than they do because they're trying to hide the fact that they're
actually very insecure about their
skill levels in other areas," Wilson
said.
Shana Leonard, a COM freshman who took Computer Science
101 last semester, agreed with
Wilson."The boys in my class didn't know any more than the girls
did. They would pretend to know
what they were talking about, but
when it came down to actually

yoea can
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doing the assignments, they were
just as dumb as the rest of us."
According to researchers at
UCLA, a popular explanation for
the study's findings involves
childhood toys. While a large
majority of boys have grown up
playing computer and video
games, researchers said girls have
traditionally played with Barbies
and dolls. This theory is based on
the findings that women are less

likely to frequently partake in Computing (AWC), founded in
Internet chat room discussions 1978, is a non-profit organization
and spend much less time playing promoting the advancement of
video games than do males.
women in computing professions.
A number of organizations
Their work is in addition to the
have been founded recently in work of companies like Mattel,
attempts to encourage women to which is also trying to attract
become better educated in com- women to computers. They have
puters and to prevent them from begun to target young girls by crebeing disadvantaged in the future, ating computer software that
something study organizers fear. appeals to them, including a numThe Association for Women in ber of games featuring Barbie.

The biggest threat
to depression is your
awareness of it.
#1 Cause of Suicide
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Ferland said a final ruling on
the case is pending investigation
by the Orono Police Department
and the State Police.
Sgt. Robert Bryant of the
Orono Police Department said the
local and state police investigation is now in its final stages,
however the last moments of
Corbeil's life remain a mystery.
"We are still looking into what
led up to the shooting," he said.
He said police hope the last
pieces of evidence, now at the lab
for testing, will help them determine
what exactly happened that night.
Corbeil was originally from
East Haddam, Ct. She was a senior majoring in forestry at
UMaine and was scheduled to
graduate this May.
"She was a hardworking, dedicated student," David Field chairman of the forest management
department said. "She was working very hard to do well here."
Field said Corbeil had been in
two of his classes in the past, and
her work both at the university
and at Pat's Pizza in Orono kept
her very busy.
For the staff at Pat's, Corbeil's

death came within days of the
one-year anniversary of former
employee Barbara Barn's murder.
"It was extremely hard for us
— there are people here who are
still suffering over Barbara's
death," Ann Rosebush, day manager at Pat's said."We are a family here."
Bruce Farnsworth, a manager
at Pat's, said Corbeil had been
working at the restaurant as a
waitress and a bartender for a year
and a half.
"She was a good worker,
always here, always willing to
help out," Farnsworth said.
The violent deaths of two coworkers within one year have been
hard for Pat's employees to handle.
"You don't think these things
are going to happen around here,"
Farnsworth said. "You don't
expect lighting to strike twice."
In addition to being a forestry
major at UMaine, Corbeil was a
former member of the Rugby
team and the Army ROTC. She
was also a member of the Society
of American Foresters and loved
the outdoors.
Corbeil's death comes barely a
year after Andrea Amdall, a junior
at UMaine, jumped from her
fourth-floor window in Somerset
Hall to her death in November
1999. In October 2000, the body
of Richard P. Fournier Jr. was
found along a path near the
Hilltop area of campus. The freshman died of a single gunshot
wound to the head. His death was
also ruled a suicide.
Corbeil was remembered by
family and friends at a funeral
service Dec. 23 at St. Bridget's of
Kildare Church in Moodus,
Conn.. She was later buried in
Moodus Cemetery. Those who
wish to send memorial contributions may send them to the Nature
Conservancy, 4245 North Fairfax
Drive, Suit 100, Arlington, Va.
22203; or Society of American
Foresters, 5400 Grosvenor Lane,
Bethesda, Md. 20814-2198
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Cohen donates defense documents Same-sex partners' health
care benefits jeopardized
By Joe Gunn
Campus Politics Reporter

that the state's businesses will
remain competitive in the 21st
century. By creating a forum for
A top cabinet member of the discussion of international policy
Clinton Administration has given issues and . trade practices, the
the University of Maine a gift. Cohen Center hopes to promote
Nine days before leaving office, polices that will be beneficial to
William Cohen, Bangor native the people of Maine.
and former Secretary of Defense,
Cohen touched upon this goal
donated official papers from his on a nation-wide level in a speech
four years in the Pentagon.
given during the ceremony.
The gift was an addition to an
"Business follows the flag ...
earlier donation made by then business goes where it's stable. As
Senator Cohen in 1996.
soon as there is a sign of instabilHis first donation consisted of ity, capital flows out."
more than 1,400 boxes of his pubCohen said he agrees with the
lic and personal papers from his Bush Administration's policy to
24 years of service in Congress. review where U.S. troops are curInstead of coming in boxes, the rently deployed, but he views mil
70,000 documents from his tenure itary presence as one of the keys
in Washington D.C. were con- to a stable economic trade. For
tained in a dozen CD-ROMs.
example, he said that a stable Asia
Cohen's donation was official- is good for a state as small as
ly announced at a dinner held in • Maine, as Malaysia is one of the
his honor at Norumbega Hall in state's biggest trading partners.
Bangor on Jan. 12. The event,
Cohen, 60, graduated from
attended by members of the Bangor High School and
UMaine administration and 300 Bowdoin College before receivfriends and family, was one of ing a degree in law from Boston
Cohen's last public appearances University. He was elected to the
as head of the Defense Bangor City Council in 1969, and
Department.
later briefly served as mayor of
"This latest donation by the city. He was elected to the
Secretary Cohen . underscores his U.S. House of Representatives in
commitment to the university and 1972 and to the Senate in 1978.
the people of Maine," UMaine
Cohen, a moderate Republican,
President Peter Hoff said. "And distinguished himself as being
by sending his [papers] to this, the independently minded by twice
state's
flagship
university, breaking with his party during
Secretary Cohen is reiterating prominent episodes during his time
symbolically his belief that his in the Congress. He voted in favor
public papers shouid•retriam,ta

public domain."
The university established the
William S. Cohen Center for
International
Policy
and
Commerce following Cohen's
first donation in 1996. The primary goal of the still-developing
center is to promote Maine's
involvement in the new global
economy as a means of ensuring

against President Richard Nixon
during the 1974 Watergate scandal.
He also supported the majority
opinion of Senate Democrats in
1986, holding President Ronald
Regan responsible for alleged illegal actions of subordinates in the
Iran-Contra affair.
In 1996, Cohen accepted
President Clinton's nomination as

By Kate Reynolds
The Daily

William Cohen.

File photo.

Secretary of Defense, becoming
the highest-ranking Republican in
the Democratic administration.
During his tenure, Cohen
faced a variety of international
challenges to U.S. power and
global stability. Such challenges
included the continued sanctions
against Iraq, the alleged terrorist
campaign directed against the
West by Islamic militant Osma
Bin-Laden and the bombing of
the American destroyer U.S.S.
Cole in Yemen. The attack killed
several naval personnel.
Cohen has also authored nine
books on such topics as governmental policy and his personal
experiences in gcrvernment. In
addition, he has co-authored a
few spy novels as well as published collections of his own poetry. He currently plans on.,reuping involved in defense and
national security matters by starting a small consulting firm with a
few of his long-term associates.
Cohen's newest donations to
UMaine will be catalogued over
the next two years by the Special
Collections department of Folger
Library before they are presented
to the public.

Ice rink

from page 1

Labrecque said. "We are a very
hockey oriented group."
"Because students are so busy
this rink is very accommodating,"
Laurie St. Clair, a first-year member, said. "It's here all the time.
You, don't need to worry about
knowing when it's open."
Last year's rink was located on
the mall, but extensive site surveying concluded that the area
next to Lengyel Field was a much
better location.
The new location provides a
flatter surface and better lighting
for night skating.
"This location is also closer to
more dorms," Labrecque said.
"More people can see the rink
from their windows so more people are coming over."
The Alumni Association and
the Polar Bears hope to hold a
Valentine's Day event at the rink.

"They want to have music and
skating and we are here to provide
the ice," Labrecque said.
The Polar Bears went through
an extensive pre-planning process
for the rink.
"Most people think it only
takes one or two months to put
this thing together:: Labrecque
said. "Really we have been working on it for eight months."
The Polar Bears had to be officially recognized as a club and
then request money to fund the
project. Student Government, the
Comprehensive Fee Committee
and the Center of Student and
Community Life gave the Polar
Bears money for tools and equipment. Richard Chapman, vice
president of Student Affairs, also
gave the group the money for a
snow blower out of the student
affair's budget.

"Dr. Chapman and everyone
else were very helpful," Matt
Poulin, a group member, said.
"We were happy to have all the
support."
"Last year we were just happy
to have anything," Matt Hebert,
Polar Bear treasurer said. "This
year things have improved tenfold. The surface is bigger and
better and we got it started much
earlier in the winter."
Vice President Alan Sherburne
joins Lebrecque and Hebert as the
officers of the Polar Bears. The
club has approximately 25 members and meets once a week at
9:30 p.m. in the TV lounge of
Stodder Hall. Anyone interested
in joining should contact Ryan
Labrecque or Matthew Hebert
through FirstClass. The club also
has a Web site at www.polarbearclub.org.

SEATTLE (U-WIRE) - Just
nine months after benefits were
granted to same-sex domestic
partners, they could be taken
away if a Washington state Senate
bill passes.
Last May, under the direction
of Gov. Gary Locke, the Public
Employees
Benefits Board
extended health care benefits to
the domestic partners of state
employees, including same-sex
partners. Sen. Dan Swecker,
Rochester, and Sen. Pam Roach,
R-Auburn, along with other legislators, are sponsoring Senate Bill
5232, which would overturn the
previous legislation.
Swecker said the reason for ending these benefits is to limit the rise
of health care costs, and to prevent
any further increase in the number
of people eligible for benefits.
In May, the PEBB estimated
that the total cost to cover the new
benefits would be $2.9 million
this year, or 0.5 percent of the
total medical benefits per year.
Based on an assumed 1 percent
enrollment growth, each state
employee's medical plan would
rise $2.43.
Opponents of Swecker's proposed bill argue that employees
receiving these domestic-partner
benefits account for less than I

should stress the impact that this
legislation will have on the gay,
bisexual, lesbian and transgender
communities
here
at the
University of Washington. If the
UW wants to maintain diversity
and attract talented faculty from
around the country, it needs to be
able to provide benefits to samesex domestic partners, Meissner
said.
"The existence of domesticpartner benefits goes far beyond
cost," he said. "To me it is a clear
message from the UW and the
state of Washington that diversity
and non-discrimination based on
sexual orientation is a clear commitment from the UW."
McCormick said he opposes
the bill and he predicts the bill
'will fail.
Swecker said the PEBB does
not have the authority to give benefits to unmarried couples,
regardless of their sexuality.
There are many constituents in
Washington state, specifically his
constituents, who do not want to
pay for the benefits of unmarried
couples, he said. He believes there
are other people • who have a
greater need for state benefits,
such as children taking care of
invalid parents and retired state
employees.
Additionally, Swecker has
filed a lawsuit in Thurston County
against Washington state, and he

percent of enrolled employees.

asilimilmae have bean ether Law

Out of the anticipated 1,000 state
employees eligible for same-sex
partner benefits only 434 have
signed up.
Loren Meissner, a systems
analyst in Medical Centers
Information Systems, wrote a letter to University of Washington
President Richard McCormick
asking him to openly oppose
Swecker's legislation.
McCormick may not be able to
take an active role in lobbying for
or against the . Swecker bill
because of policies against using
state facilities to influence specific legislation.
If not able to oppose the legislation openly, "(McCormick)
should at least educate the administration and the UW community
about same-gender partner issues
and the potential effects this legislation will have."
McCormick, Meissner said,

suits filed.
The next step for SB 5232 is a
hearing in a budget committee to
which the Senate referred it.
Currently there is no set date for
this hearing. Swecker hopes to
convince Sen. Lisa Brown, RSpokane, chairperson of the
Senate
Ways
and
Means
Committee, that providing benefits to same-sex domestic partners
could be a major drain on state
health coverage funds. He also
hopes to show her that it is not
legal under the national Defense
of Marriage Act (1996), which
legally defines marriage as a
union between an man and a
woman.
The bill has a referendum
clause attached to it, which means
that if this bill passes both the
House of Representatives and the
Senate, the issue will be put
before Washington state voters.

Use your head...
...always wear a condom.
.
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EDITORIAL
Growing career fair good for students
The annual Career Fair is scheduled for Wednesday, Jan. 31, this year at the Alfond
Arena. Traditionally held at Wells Conference Center, the fair had to be held at a larger
venue to accommodate the more than 140 representatives of different companies from
across Maine and the nation.
With this, many companies coming to the University of Maine all at once, students
have a better chance of finding a good job. It's not guaranteed that every major here will
be represented, however there are many more companies that accept applications from
students studying in any field.
Whether students are searching for an internship or trying to land a job to pay their
educational loans, the fair is worth students' time. In addition to the potential of making
a good impression on a probable employer, the fair may also be one of the most opportune times to see what the job market is like. Company representatives are there to tell
you what they look for in an applicant. If you already know what field you want to pursue, have your resume and portfolio ready. Don't be afraid if you feel you have minimal
experience, for other aspects of your life, like hobbies or interests, may make you unique
and set you apart from the rest of the crowd.
To help students prepare for the fair, the Career Center has compiled some dos and
dont's and other tips to make the event as beneficial as possible. You can find these at its
Web site, www.ume.maine.edu/-:-career, or go to the office on the third floor of
Chadbourne Hall. You can also call the office at 581-1359. Good luck, and put your best
foot forward.

Campus community still waiting on Union
In fall 2001 the Memorial Union is scheduled to open but the completion of the building will be bittersweet. Students have been dealing with unfulfilled promises and the
constant delays have demanded patience. But while students wait they have nothing concrete to rely on. Quite often throughout the construction phases, students have been left
clueless about what is going on behind the tarps and makeshift walls.
The administration has made a feeble attempt to educate the students about the
Union's progress. Halfway through construction the food court design was scrapped and
students learned of the decision after the fact. Students are dealing with an inoperable
Union and the administration isn't keeping the students informed.
' The UMaine campus offers opportunities for communication from forums to the Internet.
A conference on FirstClass with updates about the progress could easily answer student's questions. Its the least that the students deserve since they contributed to paying for the building.
When seniors graduate in a few months, they will never step foot in a completed
Union. And their money helped create the building they'll never use.
And when fall arrives, things will most likely remain hectic. The former Bear's Den
will house student organizations. No one knows exactly which groups will be in the
space or when they will move in. There is little, if any, communication. The Maine
Campus is one such organization that is slated to move its offices to the Union but the
staff has not been contacted about when this will occur.
Furthermore, other office spaces have not been designated to specific groups and if
groups want to be in the Union they must seek out Joe Mollo, director of Campus
Activities and Events. The administration will finally address student concerns on
Thursday, Feb. 8 at 3:30 in the Bangor Lounge of the Union and maybe then will they
tell us when the waiting will be over.

Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose
members are Stanley Dankoski, Brad Prescott, John Contreraz, Kimberly
Leonard, Penny Morton, Kelly Michaud, Amanda Hebert, Jason Canniff,
Abel Gleason and Justin Bellows.
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When Fox TV shows go bad
The Fox television network, with such programming
gems as "When Animals
Attack," "World's Deadliest
Police Chases" and "Who
a
Marry
Wants
To
Millionaire?", has long held
the dubious
distinction
of being the
sleaziest network on TV.
However,
hoping to
maintain
their lead in trash TV, they
have come out with a new low
in entertainment: "Temptation
Island."
Because of this show, I
have forever lost an hour of
my life that cannot be
regained. Last Wednesday,
mesmerized, I allowed
myself to be sucked onto the
Island, a fantasy place
where smut reigns and
morality is for losers.
For those smart enough
not to tune in, allow me to
give you a quick plot synopsis. "Temptation Island"
borrows from MTV's "The
Real World," "Survivor,"
"Divorce Court" and latenight Cinemax. Four "seriously committed" couples
are separated into two
groups, the men and
women,and will spend two
weeks at opposite sides of
a Caribbean island. During
the time away from their
loved ones, they will share
accommodations with 13
single men and women,the
"tempters" who will try
and make sparks fly on
day-long dates and nighttime drinking binges.
Over the course of the
show, the men and women
will watch video highlights of each other's dates
and will communicate

only through video messages. At the end of the
two weeks, the couples
will get back together to
discuss the relationship
and decide whether or not
to stay together.
Fox
touts the
program
a
as
for
chance
couples to
explore
their feelings for each other and
decide if they have really
"The
found
One."
Translation: Fox has found
yet another forum for feeding the skanky American
viewing audience their
four food groups: Sex,
and
Deceit, Conflict
Drama.
It is reported that Fox
received only 250 applications for the show, while
directors for
casting
"Survivor: The Australian
Outback" received over
49,000. This does not
come as a surprise. How
many truly committed
couples out there are willing to go on national television to test the strength
of their relationship? How
many people out there
want America to watch as
their mates flirt with good
looking models and guzzle
rum drinks in a hot tub?
And even more shameless than the couples on
the show are the disgusting
tempters, referred to by
Fox as "singles." They are
men and women who are
paid to go on "dates" with
the couples and whose sole
purpose is to lure the couples into cheating on one
another. I believe, in some
states, this is a profession

that can get you arrested.
So far, it would appear
that the Big Sleaze Award
goes to the couple of
Ytossie.
and
Taheed
Thoughtfully, Fox had
included a rule that stated
no couple with children
may participate. Clearly
this is because Fox is
extremely interested in
family values. Taheed and
Ytossie, as it turns out,
have a child stashed back
home and will soon be
kicked off the island for
this violation.
How low can one possibly sink? What kind of
person pretends that they
do not have children to
remain eligible to participate in a program designed
to corrode their relationship? What happens when
that child turns on the TV
and sees Mommy kissing
another man and Daddy
cussing her out? What kind
of example are we setting
for young people with this
kind of programming?
twisted,
However
"Temptation Island" is sure
to remain a hit throughout
its six-week run. For those
of you who are curious, the
show airs on Wednesdays
at 9 p.m. As for me, my
love
affair
with
"Temptation Island" is
over. It's fun, but I'm afraid
of commitment.

Penny Morton is The
Maine Campus editor-inchief
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OPINION
Letters to the Editor

A UMaine Christmas is all
books and miniature trees

At least for me, finals week
I know the holidays are over,
still
citizens
campus
Many
to
the
it
April 1999 and sent
• Recycling
but you'll have to listen to just completely inhibits me from getAnd
trash.
from
s
sort
recyclable
of
As
ting into the Christmas spirit. Or
University Administration.
one more holiday grudge that's
are
recyclables
bagged
properly
e
is it just the college atmosphere
2001, twenty-on
January
been bugging me all vacation—
UMaine is not honoring
the
to
taken
and
up
picked
still
in general? Sure, the commons
months later, no committee
the fact that there is no holiday
Maine's Recycling and Waste
.
for
processing
Depot
Campus
do a nice job of
meeting has been called.
season for colReduction Law 2137. We have
threatened
Depot,
Campus
The
decorating and
What is the result of this neglege students. I
coordinator
recycling
no
still
with
shutdown,
times
you'll see the
know
don't
although state law requires one. lect? Visit our dormitories and several
of
extent
is
the
occasional
about you, but I
We provide no recycling educa- examine their basement trash operates. This
miniature fake
rooms, where recyclables must UMaine's commitment to State just
couldn't
tion for students and employees
tree in
2137.
Law
Christmas
classinside
look
Or
taken.
be
into
This
it.
get
to
law
requires
seem
the
although
up
a
a
set
once
dorm
but
university
room,
Our
and
rooms
computer
Christmas
recyrooms,
the
major
the
is true although
it
and
operated
that
system
doesn't
still
recycling
late
a
on
locales
campus
final
the
with
other
is
spirit
we
produce
clable that
make me feel all warm and fuzzy
papers due and exams to study
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ring to the rest of the world as
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Entertainment
LEX

by phil flickinger(vvww.1-e-x.com)

ARE WE GOING To SHOW
11E AMIN I SIR AVON
ITIAT THE STUDENTS
HAVE A %MICE ?

YES!

(Qc

ARE WE GOING To SHOW
THEM How WE'RE FED
UP WITH THEM DoiNG.
ALL OF THAT STUFF?

ankione

YES!

IHREE MOLE
Qom& To SHou/

UR ...

To WE
GE-T

MAVsE. PA IP ?

U1 FOR. THE
NEXT RALLY ?

„12r_i_ara
Hocs

ARE MORE TAAN

I 4k Or 5+0
b orro

seen

Sie-Ploscope?

Elektifv4 +he
1341‘01

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Birthplace of
Columbus
6 Doesn't exist
io Dog-paddle,
say
14 Baking
chambers
15 Headline
W —you
don't!"
17 What the jury
does after
deliberating
20 Poker starter
21 Small and weak
22 Swearing to tell
Metruth.and
others
23 The highest
degree
24 Perjured
oneself
25 Facility

26 Sleuth,
informally
27 Not real
29 Michael
Douglas, to Kirk
32 Heavenly
hunter
35 Passes easily
34 Knight's wife, in
olden times
37 Legal reach,
metaphorically
so Actress
Lanchester
41
Misbehavin'"
42 Siskel's partner
43 Wreak
vengeance on
44 Chicken style
45 Big blast maker
48 Biblical garden
48 Cash
.
'
substitutes
SO Test-- - - treaty

raApAPY
GOESOOPOT
AGORA
LUNCMT IME
LEVON
110THE I ST IC
AR[211
ATHOL
SCANS
BAS
T I AS
SANE
ALTO
CAREER
EEIC
LLBEAN
STEEPRIED
BOAR
RAYS
T OC C A T AU
A CQOS S
EVE
S 1:100 K Y
ALES
FAIL
CURS
MOD
LOCAL
AMICI
ICIT
MASTEICATE
LIMPT
D l PAT GILAYMAKER
EINUMQ $ENSELESS

DOWN

=MOM MIME MIME
MEM= WM MM.
INIMMOMENIMIMMOM
dill liii MIMI
NM MIMI MEM
MI MIMI did
MIMI MI= MOM
WOMMENUMMOMMOMM
MOM MINIM MOM.
Ill MINIM dli
WIMM IMMO MN
NMI= HIM WIMMO
MOMMEMOMMOMMOMM
IMO MINIM MEM
WM di= MOM

1 Tennis star
lvanisevic
2 News basis
3 Under, in poetry
4 A single time
5 Baseball bat
wood
Philately
offering
7 Awaits
sentencing
It Dark blue
9 Number of
coins in an
Italian fountain
10 Ice cream drinks
11 January store
happening
12 Distance
between belt
notches, maybe
13 Witty sayings
1$ Like the "Iliad"
and "Odyssey"
it, Wander
24 Songstress
Horne

b PJ Ezz7,

No.0105

Edited by Will Shortz

53 A Beetle
ss It's clicked on a
computer
se Vigor
57 Judge's cry
GO Thirteen popes
61 Toward shelter,
nautically
62 Word with ear or
peace
63 Dict, items
es Antidrinking
org.
es- end

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

wouLv You GuqS
Sign UP? I'M
STUDYING FoR A
BIG TEST ON THE
SILL OF RIGHTS!

40

3
A.P4415

AD VEgtUKES

60

Puzzle by Mark Moldowsky

25 Sunrise
direction
26 Ceremonial
gown
2$ Bulk
30"Rubaiyat" poet
31 Salamander
32 Designer
Cassini
33 Part to play
34 Rather than
35 Gallic girlfriend
36 Money owed
38 Reason for
postponement
39 Egg producers

44 Critic Walter
45 Composer's
output
47 Chemise
49 Marveled aloud
so Shoe designer
Magli
51 Broadcast
52-- Dame

53 Auctioned off
54 Shade giver
SS "To Live and Die
---"('85 film)
se West German
capital
58"--- shocked!"
59 Spy org.

Answers to any three clues in this puzzle
are available by touch-tone phone:
1-900-420-5656(75c per minute)
Annual subscriptions are available for the
best of Sunday crosswords from the last
50 years: 1 -888-7-ACROSS.
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Wrestling rampage hits Bangor
By Kris Healey
Marketing Director

ger arenas in large cities.
Tonight's crowd no doubt knows
they are in for a treat, and is looking to Rampage Pro to provide
the area with a live alternative to
the popular national television
broadcasts of the big two.
As I sit ringside, I am caught
up in the crowd's excitement.
This is the first time I have

ings a favorite guilty pleasure. attempted "Crucifixion (a.k.a.
As I sit at ringside with my Pedigree)" into a Death Valley
friend Mark, we scan our pro- driver, and "Star Crusher (a.k.a.
grams and try to pick favorites "Fame-Asser)."
Following an in ring interview
for the night. Mourning Star,
Cruiserweight Title hopeful
with
Bruiser,
The
Bangor
Ware,
Hard
Cage, who established
Legion
and
Cage
Legion
Rusty Ruthless,
the company's major
as
himself
Holiday
Brock
Event
The Main
guy), the action
bad
(or
heel
are among our choices.
match
inter-gender
an
to
turned
evening
the
The first match of

It's 5:30 p.m. and I am standing in the Bangor Armory watching a reporter from WABI
Channel 5 toss a wrestler known
as The Impaler to the mat. A
dozen or so spectators, mostly
friends, employees and well-wishers, stand around the arena talking
to wrestlers and making adjustments to the lights and the ring.
Bell time for the first ever
Rampage Pro Wrestling show is
an hour and a half away and The
Impaler will be fighting in the
opening bout.
The atmosphere is jovial as the
camera crew clears the ring and
several wrestlers enter to practice
some of their moves one last
time. Tonight is a big night for the
men and women of this company.
It marks the first chance for some
of these wrestlers to prove themselves, and the first chance for
Rampage Pro to make a name for
itself.
The bill for Winter Wargames
2001 is impressive. An RPW
World Title tournament, a I5-man
battle royal, a Cruiserweight
Championship match and a numwrestler Adam Booker
ber one contender match between
The Loan Shark" Rocco Soprano and Armageddon attack Bangor native
Booker eventually won the
.
Apocolypse
against
match
Booker's
own
during
ring
the
Bangor's
and
outside
(middle)
Apocalypse
Apocalypse, who enacted revenge upon
Adam Booker has the Bangor match, much to the dismay of Soprano, Armageddon and
Armory filled to capacity. As I sit the referee. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.
Rusty and
attended a professional wrestling is the opening round of the RPW between Ruthless
ringside awaiting the bell, I am
won
Storm
Storm.
Amanda
Tournament.
Title
surrounded by fans of all ages, show, and I feel like a kid on World
from
e
interferenc
the
Mourning Star, the crowd despite
Christmas morning.
some of whom having traveled
is taking on The Impaler. Rusty's baseball bat wielding
of
favorite
disdain
collective
the
To
two and three hours to attend.
Loan Shark,"
our girlfriends, it has become tra- The athleticism of the two men manager "The
With the popularity of profesdition, among my group of in the ring is apparent from the Rocco Soprano.
sional wrestling on the rise, and
In the match that followed,
friends, to watch WWF's start. The Impaler, though somenational wrestling company's like
out of hand.
Monday Night Raw on a weekly what lanky, is quick and agile, things got a little
the WWF and WCW becoming
crowd, and
basis. We know the action is and Mourning Star is a crowd- After insulting the
more mainstream, the appetite for
high-ris,k leg calling the residents of Bangor a
sports-entertainment has grown. staged, and the outcomes are pre- pleaser with his
jackasses,"
determined, but the soap opera drop from the top rope. bunch of "toothless
In that growth, venues like
opponent,
his
threw
Mike
Psycho
pull
to
manages
Star
Mourning
antics
plots and action packed
Bangor have been neglected by
into
Ware,
Hard
themed
S&M
an
the
reversing
after
win
the
out
have made our weekly gatherthe big companies in favor of big-

the corner, breaking the top turnbuckle and collapsing the top
rope of the ring. The crowd went
crazy as Psycho Mike reeked further havoc by cracking Hard
Ware with a chair while the referee was distracted, and covered
him for the pin. This outcome set
up the evening's main event
between Psycho Mike and
Mourning Star.
While the ring was being
repaired, the wrestlers entertained fans by signing autographs
and working the crowd. My
friend and I got a chance to talk
to the Bangor Bruiser while we
were waiting, and I was immediately struck by what a nice guy
he was. The contrast between
what these guys do in the ring
and what they do outside of the
ring is striking. After a promise
by the Bruiser that he would
"work the knee" of his opponents
in the battle royal, the wrestlers
returned to the back and the
action continued.
Adam Booker, the hometown
favorite, defeated Apocalypse in
one of the best matches of the
evening. After .several near falls,
and an attempted pin via a sunset
off
flip, Booker finished
rope
top
a
with
Apocalypse
moonsault. The crowd went crazy
for Booker as he paraded around
the room and then proceeded to
save the referee from a beating at
the hands of Apocalypse, his tag
team partner Armageddon, and
their manager.
The 15-man battle royal was
an elimination match that
required a man to be thrown over
the top rope to the floor in order
to be knocked out. As I looked at
the ring it struck me that the drop
to the floor would not be a camSee WRESTLING on page 15

GLI311) combines discussion group, coffee hour
By Kate Perry
For The Maine Campus
It's a Tuesday night, and in t
cozy lounge in Little Hall a handful of people have gathered for
the weekly Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgender and
Questioning Coffee Talk.
The scent of percolating coffee fills the room as they relax
into armchairs and couches, chatting. Some are still carrying backpacks, others are munching potato chips and a few are flipping
through books.
Before the evening is over, a
lot of coffee will be drunk, a lot
ofjokes will be made and a lot of
issues pertaining to sexual orientation will be discussed.
GLBIQ Cofice.TAN Arc

confidential opportunities for stu- fee talks to a "stepping stone" to
dents to socialize and discuss more prominent sexual orientamatters concerning sexuality. tion student groups on campus,
Though the talks are just begin- such as Wilde Stein. The sheer
ning this semester, GLBTQ size of these groups, according to
Rick Woodcock, can sometimes be
Liaison
Community
Woodcock said they are a contin- "overwhelming and intimidating." The coffee talks are smaller,
uation of a previous program.
"Originally, there was arrlf,e ...more intimate and often more
hour and a discussion group," accessible.
"We usually see an individual
explains Woodcock. "The coffee
hour was extremely informal— at the coffee talks around four or
sometimes we'd just play board five times before they're comall fortable enough to join a larger
something
or
games
evening—while the discussion group," said Woodcock.
Despite differences in the
group was very formal and structured. Both had low turnouts. So numbers they attract, on-campus
when the counseling center creat- groups which explore sexual oried my position (as liaison), I entation do not lack for memdecided to combine the two bers. Woodcock feels that this is
natural.
groups."
"I think a lot of young peocofthe
W99dco9k comaires mr,v641 s
irrirreeralrelor Ai • rairtl.

pie question their sexuality at ities, but to all kinds of diversity,"
he said.
one time or another, especially
However, despite a proliferareveals.
he
during college,"
of groups nationwide activetion
experimen"It's a big time for
to promote diversity,
the
seeking
ly
tation and growing up. But
people who seek out these hate crimes are still a large probgroups are seriously question- lem in this country. Does a case
ing and trying to figure out who like Matthew Shepard discourage
they are, which can be very groups like GLBTQ or rally them
further?
scary.
According to Woodcock, the
"Groups like the coffee talks
can give individuals a sense of answer is "both. It makes you
belonging, of connectedness and take a step back, and you realize
normality," continued Woodcock. just how much further we still
have to go. But it can also be a
"In a very real way, they can
unifying thing. You can use it as
change people's lives."
Woodcock adds that these a rallying point, and turn somegroups are beneficial for the thing negative into something
University of Maine, as well. positive. Groups like the
"They provide education that GLBTQ coffee talks are small
makes the campus more open, not steps but important steps in the
just to people of alternate sexual- right direction," he said.
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Young's new live album
strictly for the fans
Happenings
Ongoings
Events

Java Jive series to begin tomorrow
Mcfarland has many outlets,
ranging from skiing and kayaking
to skydiving. He puts these physiBeginning this semester, stu- cal pursits in the same catagory as
dents looking to showcase their his music.
"All the things I do are a way
musical talents on campus can
particpate in the Java Jive series, to get away and be part of someformerly called the Coffee thing bigger," he said. "In a way,
the music is the same
House series. The
begins The inner workings of thing. They're all
series
ways to get in touch
tomorrow at 8 pm
Mike Mcfarland:
with who you are,
in the Bangor
what you want to do
Lounge with My
IN MY CD PLAYER:
and where you want
Brother Michael.
U2, Joshua Tree.
to be."
The song-writNow, over three
ing, guitar-playlater,
years
ing pair is made
SKIING OR KAYAKING?
back
is
Mcfarland
up of Michael
Skiing, no contest.
performing with his
Mcfarland and
friend
hometown
Michael Beach,
Bear Brew.
BAR:
FAVORITE
in his
is
who
Beach,
two friends who
at
year
senior
have been perAcademy.
Erskine
forming together
BIGGEST WEAKNESS:
since Mcfarland
Mcfarland
Impatience.
was a freshman in
believes that he has
high school and
found his musical
BIGGEST FEAR:
Beach was a mere
match in Beach. He
Losing loved ones.
sixth-grader.
says that tho
ference has never
Mcfarland,
senior English FAVORITE MOVIE: Braveheart, been a problem, and
now that Beach is
major, cites one
considering coining
of his earliest
IDEAL WOMAN:
to UMaine next
musical memories as the .day he Beautiful, brilliant and funny. semester, Mcfarland
is thinking about
and Beach perSkiers wanted.
sticking around to
formed for a
crowd of adoring old ladies at a see just how far the duo can go.
"[Beach] is an incredible musichurch fund-raiser.
"They totally loved us," cian, our chemistry works,"
Mcfarland said. "They didn't Mcfarland said. "1 would love to
understand any of the lyrics. go big with him, he's a brilliant
They just sat there and loved it." guy."
The past six months have
Mcfarland was strictly a
the pair seriously considerfound
he.
until
songwriter
and
singer
turning
ing
a hobby into somemet
he
where
came to UMaine,
more.
now, he says, it's
thing
For
freshman
a
Huberman,
Michael
the
on
in
up
He has no illu,all
air.
chords
few
who taught him a
that
the
sions
about
difficulties
says
Mcfarland
his guitar.
without
involved
pursing
in
a musical
day
he hasn't gone a
career.
playing since.
"It's scary to think about refutAs a high school student
heavily influenced by the likes ing all that your parents have
of Pearl Jam, U2, Nirvana and done for you and expect from
Radiohead, Mcfarland began you," he said. "It's a life-altering
writing song lyrics as a way to decision, and not one to be taken
lightly."
express himself.
The Java Jive series will con"1 usually write about stuff
that's self-generated," he said. tinue next Tuesday with David
"It's a way to get out frustra- Grimm, also a senior singer/songWriter.
tions, it's always an outlet."
By Penny Morton
Editor in chief

By David B. Hall
For The Maine Campus

Starting off the disc is
"Cowgirl in the Sand," a Young
live rarity that runs a ridiculous
18-minutes, most of which is
long gaps of fuzzy, ear bleeding Neil solos that make you
marvel at this guy's simplistic
mastery.
Contrasting to Young's earlier

live album
in rock music has always been
that a band puts out the live
album — usually a double CD
— after their second or third
successful studio album (For
example Counting Crows'"Live
Across a Wire" and U2's "Under
a Blood Red Sky"). These
albums traditionally don't sell as
well (Peter Frampton not included) and are really for the fans.
Take for instance Pearl Jam,
who last Fall flooded stores with
25 double CDs that were recorded from of all their European
show dates. Wrapped in a simple
paper bag brown sleeve and
modestly priced at around $12 a
pop, a true Pearl Jam fan couldn't pass them up. Eddie Vedder
and the boys are now releasing
47 more double-live CDs from
their North American leg of their
past tour.
As for Neil Young (Uncle
Neil to Pearl Jam), after touring
successfully with old buddies
Crosby, Stills and Nash last
year, and finally finishing his
"Silver and Gold" masterpiece
after two decades, the godfather live works, most notably "Live
of grunge has dropped another Rust," the set list seems to be
gold nugget for his fans to grab stripped of the favorites like
up as well. SThirlrfftretriessed.'""Pearjr.Pfery, My. My" and "Thaa
Rock: Friends and Relatives," Note's for You." No, rather the
this eight song, 64 minute inti- songs and recordings come off
mate live album straddles the like a thank you letter to the fans
line between bootleg quality and that have followed Young's career
religiously.
studio quality.
The concept of the

"It was created to
show fans that you
might have missed
seeing it, but that's
okay, you can now
hear it."

One of the highlights is the
strangely bluesy rendition of
"Tonight's the Night." At an
exhausting 10-minute clip, this
song epitomizes the concept of
the live album. Instead of simply performing songs live as
they sound on a studio album,
like many pop acts today (yes,
that means you Mr. N'Sync and
Miss Spears), Young takes this
song and stretches it with
impromptu soloing and good
old jamming out. The Dave
Matthews Band knows this
concept well.
Closing out the album is a
Bob Dylan song that became a
Jimi Hendrix masterpiece and is
truly a great show closer, "All
Along the Watchtower." Again,
Dave Mathews Band knows this
little trick well, too. Singing
alongside is Chrissie Hynde,
who, with Young, knocks down
the audience they've been
building up the entire length of
the concert.
Rock" probably
"Road
but Neil Young
much
sell
won't
doesn't care. His live music is
for his fans. It's for the ones
who pay to get into his concerts
and wait patiently before he
comes on stage. The idea of the
live album was created for
those fans who would have
diad to go to that concert. or
concerts, but just couldn't. it
was created to show the fans
that you might have missed
seeing it, but that's okay, you
can now hear it.

Don't drink and drive.
protect the people you care about
and call a taxi or a designated driver.

TAXI

Mytholojazz - musical storyteller David
Gonzalez
2/3/01 @ 7 p.m., MCA, 1-1755 for
tickets.

Cinematique - Down in the Delta
1/31 @ 7 p.m., DPC, free admission.

American Pictures - part of Black
History Month
2/5/01 @ 7p.m., DPC, free admission.

Games Night: 8 Ball Tournament
1/31/01 @ 7p.m., Memorial Union.
Sign up at Maine Bound..

Java Jive - David Grimm
2/6/01 @ 8 p.m., Bangor Lounge

4

*
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JAN. 31 - FEB. 5 EVENTS
Magic School Bus - Arnold's Favorite
Field Trip
1/31/01 @ 6:30 p.m., MCA,
1-1755 for tickets.

4-
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rOAL serevicrs FOR 8-m11)0%1-Yrs
mumbiortaiia. UNION- -maim FLOOR
Mlondays 10 AMI-5 PM!
Wednesdays and Thursdays 10 A.MI-7 r•fro
581-1789
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NE Information Meetin s
gpend a semester or year at one of.170participating schools
within the United States; Ug territories and Canada•Earn
credit towards UMaine degree requirements• Fillarldal
Aid transfers to..many programs• Costs.are comparable
to in-state tuition rates at Maine •
A11 meetings will be held in the Memorial Union

National

Etudent

Tu.esday, January 30

Time
5:00 p.m.

Location
North LOWD Room

Wednesday, February 7

2:30 p.m.

PPA Room

Wednesday, February 14

5:00 p.m.

North Lawn Room

Tuesday, February 20

5:00 p.m.

FFA Room

Date

Exchange
Gain a new perspective on your Rtudies and experience a
Sponsored by the
Office of International Programs
&National Student Exchange
For more information and
applications visit us in
Winslow gall. room 100
Tel: 581-1509
www.bufffilostate edurnsei

different region of the U.S.A. -7 Study Away through
National Student Exchange!
Application Deadline for 2001-02: February 23, 200.1
(Including spring 2002 programs:0

study Abroad triformation Meetings
Earn credit towards Ult/laine degree requirements Financial Aid transfers to approved
programs• Costs often comparable to a semester at UMaine•SchoLeirships available.
Programs in English exist for most majors•Foreign language programs also available

Date
Wednesday, January 31
Tuesday, Febranry 6
Wednesday, February 1.4
Tuesany, February 28

Location in Memorial Union
Bangor Lounge
North LOWD.Room
North Low-n Room
North Lovrn Room

Let the world be your laixipus -- Study Abroad through UMaine!
Argentina Australia • Austria • Brazil • Bulgaria. Canada • China • Costa Pica •Danmark
Dominican Republic • Ecuador •England France • Greece,• Germany.Ireland • Italy
Japan Koren • Mexico • New Zealand. Spain.Turkey • Ukraine • Wales
Sponsored by the Office of Internaidonal Programs G National Student Exchange
Visit us in Winslow 14si11 room 100! (Tel: 581-1509) www.urnernaine.edui-international
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Oronoka showcases live music and local flavor
By Catherine Guinon
For The Maine Campus

The Oronoka certainly offers
its share of originality for Oronoarea latenighters. Not unlike Pat's
Pizza, this restaurant/bar is a successful combination of older
local couples out for dinner and
some of the University of
Maine's finer bar patrons. For
those readers who haven't had
the Oronoka experience, it would
be fair to say that it's a unique
spot and generally worth visiting.
On the weekend the Oronoka

Restaurant & Hotel, (Bangor
Road, Orono—the one with all
the Christmas lights, year-round)
offers a dinner menu — complete
with steak and potatoes. Or, alternatively, a patron can indulge in
the free buffet when you pay to
see live music. The music rotates
between DJs and live local bands.
Friday night, the Oronoka was
host to three bands, Smoking
Can,The Shane Allen Experience
and headlining Neil Jackson
Band. The event primarily was
organized and promoted by senior marketing and informational

systems major Jason Erlich who
created tickets for the event
through his enterprise, J*Bird
(jbird_producProductions
tions@hotmail.com).
"I sold about 50 tickets to people before tonight, but I'm sure
we'll sell all 200 before the night
is over," Erlich said.
The first band to go on was
Smoking Can. An hour and a half
after the expected 7 p.m. start
time (due to technical difficulties
and small attendance) the R&Binfluenced rock three-piece cover
band played on for roughly an

hour. Their lineup included songs
such as The Black Crowes "Hard
to Handle" and the Beatles'
"Come Together."
Angela Upham, a junior elementary education major who
was there Friday night to see
Smoking Can, said "I like the
local bands and I like that the
Oronoka has live music; that's
why I come here."
As the crowd increased, the
next performer, fourth year mass
communication major Shane
Allen, billed as the Shane Allen
Experience, strummed soulful
acoustic covers and some original works. Unfortunately the
sound system at the Oronoka is
nothing to write home about,
therefore much of Allen's talented playing and singing was
drowned. Although, at times, he
did sound like a youthful Bob
Dylan whose voice and acoustic
guitar playing complimented
each other nicely.
Between (and during) sets, the
crowd could quench its thirst at the
bar in the front room. The bar is
one of the more interesting aspects
of the establishment. Not only is it
thoroughly covered with yellowed
Polaroids of customers and
employees, but it is comprised of
shelves of disorganized liquor,
scraps of paper and more
Christmas lights. The cramped
space is maintained by up to four
vintage bar tenders at a time, who
never leave a customer waiting
more tban five minutes for a drink.

years Tear has attended all types
of events at the `Noka, including
live rock and roll and deejayed
events.
"I've never had much of a
problem with any kids, in 14
years," Tear said Friday night.
"The only issue has been with
those who try and bring bottles
in.
The last band to perform
Friday night was The Neil
Jackson Band, who've previously
played at Bumstock. They
undoubtedly had the largest following of the three performers.
By the time they performed, the
crowd size had nearly tripled.
Ray Buckley, a junior political
science major and his friend, Ben
Harmon, who was celebrating his
26th birthday were there expressly to see the Neil Jackson Band.
"I like to refer to their sound
as a `Jimmi-Ray-Clapton' type of
sound," said Harmon.
Also a primarily cover band,
The Neil Jackson Experience's
lineup included songs such as
Lynyrd Skynyrd's, "Freebird."
Ironically, this band found it's
name in a similar way to Lynyrd
Skynyrd, only instead of being
named after a hateful gym
teacher, theirs is to honor a friend.
Altogether, the Oronoka was
host to another fun roundup of
local, live music — something
Orono and the surrounding area
is in desperate need of. Not only
does the Oronoka fill the need for
entertainment, it also supplies
vice and.. affordable

on loan from Northeastern
Security. In the past fourteen

relax under the year-round
Christmas light display.

Nathan Kobritz prepares a drink during a party held Friday night at the Oronoka headlined by local
talent, the Neil Jackson Band. Kobritz, who is 81, has owned the restaurant since 1954. CAMPUS
PHOTO BY MATTHEW J. STEPP.
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Wrestling
fortable one. The six-foot plus
drop to the hard tile floor of the
Armory was a reminder that even
though professional wrestling is
scripted, the sport is not at all
fake. People get hurt, and bad
things can happen.
The Impaler won the battle
royal and earned a chance to
fight Adam Booker for the number one contendership for the

Rampage Pro World Title at the
next RPW show. The title was
won later in the night in dramatic fashion by Mourning Star.
Mourning Star won, but was
treated to a post match beating
by Psycho Mike, RPW owner
JJA the third and Legion Cage
who lost his Cruiserweight Title
match to Davistation. Psycho
Mike put Mourning Star through

a table, before good guy
wrestlers Davistation and Hard
Ware came to the rescue to end
the show.
Rampage Pro Wrestling has a
legacy to live up to in Bangor.
The city was, after all, the place
where WWF owner Vince
McMahon first got his start in
the business. With that in mind,
their first show, Winter

on March 10 at the Knights of
Columbus hall in Old Town,
they are sure to attract a lot
more attention from college students and the community.

Wargames 2001 did not disappoint. RPW has what it takes to
be a big player on the New
England independent scene, and
with their next show coming up
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Ruthless Rusty thrusts a choke hdd that sends Amanda Storm flying during their match at
Rampage Pro Wrestling's premiere at-Air!eBangor, 0ortowyggrir,:lay nigtit, CAMPUS .PHOTO BY JASON'.
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!Sports column
problem: there was no story. Ray
Lewis was barely involved in an
unfortunate incident a year ago.
He's done his time for not committing a crime and it's a shame that the
media wouldn't let it go. Nobody
wants to say it, but if the Ravens
didn't make the Super Bowl, Lewis
would have drifted into the offseason without a word being printed.
He did an intense feature with
ESPN. He spilled his guts. An
innocent man wore orange on
national television. He cried for the
whole world to see, but some

from page 20
reporters thought a few more tears
were necessary. Who are they to
decide?
Now that I got that off my
chest, it's important to realize that
life is more important than sports.
Don't get me wrong, sports are
'great. But the comparison to
much more important and lifeaffecting things such as war is an
injustice to the society's appreciation for life. The 10 people who
died in the Oklahoma State plane
crash can be remembered by
going to okstate.fansonly.com.

Women's hockey
from page 19
measure at 11:24 of the third to
give Maine its final 5-0 cushion.
Maine's Dawn Froats made 14
saves in her third shutout of the
season. That shutout marked only
the second time in school history
that Maine has shut one team out
twice in one year. Maine also shut
out BC on November 4 at Alfond.
Andrea Keller and Kelly
Nelson had three assists each in
the win. Maine ended this action
with an overall record of 9-9-0
and an ECAC record of 4-8-0.

Men's basketball
minutes earlier, Dunkley got the
crowd fired up with a big slam off
an Errick Greene miss on the
break. He received a technical
foul for hanging on the rim as the
crowd of 4,751, the largest of the
season, voiced its approval.
Dunkley followed up a careerhigh 35 points on Thursday with
29, including 4-6 from beyond
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the arc.
With 5:56 to go in the first half
Huggy Dye hit his lone three of
the night. The shot started a string
of four straight three pointers for
the Black Bears. Senior forward
Colin Haynes buried a shot from
the top of the key on the next possession. Great ball movement led
to the next trey as Greene fed a

from page 20
cross-court pass to Dunkley who
executed the catch and shoot
technique to perfection. At the
4:30 mark of the first half,
Haynes knocked down another to
increase the lead to 21 points.
Henderson said the game plan
for his Blue Hens was to not give
Maine's shooters any open looks.
"The key for us, it wasn't what
we did on the offensive end, we
shot 57 percent from the field, it
was what we didn't do on the
defensive end," Henderson said.
The Blue Hens did not go
away easily, as they chipped the
lead down to 43-31 at halftime.
Delaware forward Ajmal Basit led
the team with 12 first-half points.
Maine effectively shut down
the perimeter attack of the Blue
Hens. The three guard combination of Greg Miller, Billy Wells,
and Austen Rowland were held to
a total of 23 points and only two
three-pointers.
"We knew that the Delaware
game plan was for the guards to
shoot threes," said Maine guard
Errick Greene.
Greene, a junior, had one of
his best games as a Black Bear,
finishing with 17 points, six
rebounds and four assists.
Greene posted up the smaller
DelaN44re guards, and parlayed it
to six lay-ups. Greene established
great position with his back to the
basket and scored easily against
the mismatches under the basket.
Delaware went on a 13-0 run
that extended into the second half
and cut the lead to 45-40 at 16:17
of the second half. That was as
close as they would get as Dunkley
and Greene took over stretching
the lead to as hrglitr22. Carvell
Ammons and Haynes combined
for a workman like 16 rebounds
and Derrick Jackson made six free
throws down the stretch to ice it.
Maurice
led
Sessoms
Delaware with 17. Basit was held
to four points in the second half
and ended with 16.
Spend the summer in Maine
We're looking for campus leaders to be
instructors at outstanding youth camps. If
you're in college, and are looking for a great
rummer job, we have the perfect one for you.
Positions are available In these
activities:
'Arts & Crafts
'Archery
Enamel
'Costumer
'Fine Arts
'Gymnastics
•Newsletter
'Horseback Riding
'Photography
'Outdoor Living
'Pottery
•Ropes Course
Silver Jewelery
'Rock Climbing
•Video
• Nanny

•Tennis
•5wilmming•
'Water Skiing
•Canoeing•
'Sailing.
'Basketball
•Lacrosse
•5oltball

'Need to obtain lifeguard certification (course is Oared at
+Current water safety certification preferred.
camp)

Excellent salary, Travel Allowance,
Room & Board

Delaware's Ajmal Basit controls the ball with Maine players converging on the play. Basit scored 16 points and fouled out in the
game. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANIFF.

Tripp Lake Camp
for Girls
Poland, Maine

Camp Takaio
for Boys
Naples, Maine

tripplakecampcorn
800-997.4347

camplakap cam
800-250-8252

Red Sox
Championship rings on the players' fingers? If you're a Bosox
fan you have to be saying hopefully, but after witnessing season
after season of never quite
pulling it off, fans are probably in
that doubtful situation they're
thrown into every year. Well, you

Men's hockey
Clemmensen went the distance
for BC, making 28 stops.
On Saturday night, BC scored
three times in the final 11:28 of
the game enroute to a 4-1 victory.
Eagle forward Mike Lephart
broke a 1-1 tie at 8:48 of the third
period to key the BC run.
Brendan Donovan, in his first
game back from a kidney injury,
had tied the game for the Black
Bears at 18:47 of the second period, a period that Maine had dominated, outshooting BC 17-5.
After Lephart's eventual
gamewinner, Marty Hughes gave

from page 18
have to know this: if you have
given up on hoping for a championship, now is the time to renew
your faith. If the Red Sox ever
had a chance, it is now. Whether
they take advantage of their situation or not, we'll have to wait
and see.
from page 20
the Eagles some breathing room,
capitalizing on a Morrison puckhandling miscue to give BC a 3-1
lead. Kolanos added a goal at
12:17 for the final score.
Morrison was solid in net for
Maine, making 31 saves in the
losing
cause. Clemmensen
stopped 32 Maine shots.
Maine drops into a fifth place
tie with UMass-Lowell in
Hockey East and clawing their
way back won't be easy. The
Black Bears play host to secondplace New Hampshire on Sunday
afternoon.

Classifieds
Miscellaneous

Old Town-Large Clean 1
Bedroom newly renovated
Gay/Les/Bi/Trans/Questio w/ new appliances. One
ning: Coffee Talk *207 parking spot. All utilities
Little Hall* Every Tuesday incl. S475+ sec. desposit.
7:00-8:30pm.
#852-6233 page#851-0125
Start your own fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking
for men to start a new
Chapter. If you are interested in academic success, a chance to network and an opportunity
to make friends in a nonpledging Brotherhood, email: zbt@zbtnational.org
or call 800-431-9674

Help Wanted
Positions avail for persons
interested in working w/kids
w/special needs. Flexible
hours & complete training
provided. Please send
PROTEA
resume
to
Behavioral Health Services
Box399 Stillwater, ME 04489
Call 992-7010 fax 992-7011.

Travel

Tutor Needed: Bangor. For a
6th grade girl, all subj.
Spring
#1
Break
one hour a day.
Vacations! Best Prices 2days/wk
Guaranteed!
Cancun, #947-3834.
Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Sell Trips. Earn Summer Day Camp staff
cash & Go Free! Now hir- openings. Camp Beech Cliff
ing Campus Reps. 1-800- on MDI need lifeguards,
234-7007. endlesssum- boating/sailing instructors,
challenge course facilitamertours.com
tors, will train or pay for certifications needed. Some
For Rent
staff housing w/begining
salary of S275/wk. Psych &
Apartments for rent. 1234 edu majors can earn college
Bedroom. Spring and Fall credits. Email camnbeechSemesters. Further info call cliff@acadia.net
866-5690.
Talmar Wood behind UMfrequent 1&2 bedrooms
starting @399 util incl. Call
866-4300-EHO
Available Immdly: Heater
2BRS pvt entrance, walking
distance to UMO. Tel. 8662816.

Advertise in
the classifieds.
Call
581-1273
between 9&4
to place an ad.
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Swarthmore football players looking for place to play
By Elizabeth Hansen
Swarthmore Phoenix
SWARTHMORE, Pa. (UWIRE) - After learning that the
sport they were recruited to play
was deemed not viable by the
Board of Managers, many football
players have been quietly making
plans to leave Swarthmore
College — and some already have.
"The reason why I'm transferring is that I truly felt betrayed by
the board's decision. I don't want
to be a part of a community that
feels it must limit the amount of
students who can be athletes. I'm
interested in getting the best education possible while still maintaining the opportunity to play
football," Kevin Perry said.
Perry and some of his teammates are applying to places like
Williams, Amherst, Pennsylvania,
Brown, Davidson, Middlebury,
Trinity, Carnegie Mellon and
Washington and Lee. Nearly all
are transferring to play football.
Lane Oatey has now decided to
transfer to a school where he can
play football, though at first he
wanted to transfer to a large university just to leave Swarthmore.
"I talked with my family and
friends and decided it was important for me to take advantage of
the opportunity to play football
[at another college]," he said.
A flurry of recruiting by coaches at other schools began almost
immediately following the Board
of Manager's Dec. 2 decision to
cut the football program. Grinnell
e-mailed football captain Scott
Murray soon after the decision,
asking him to notify his teammates that the college was interested in recruits. Colby's football
coach called Ken Clark after
Clark's picture appeared in a Dec.
5 New York Times article about
the Board of Managers' decision.
The football coaching staff
and Athletic Director Bob
Williams have been acting as
intermediaries between players
and the colleges they are interested in. Bob Williams has been
sending letters and making phone
calls to the coaches of other col-

application process easileges, effectively helping those best possible education. Football here. [Players] might not get aid make the
is how I got in, but academics as good as here anywhere else. er. Clarke and Perry say that they
coaches recruit the players.
Financially, they just don't have are grateful to their professors for
"Obviously we want [the play- come before football," he said.
compiling recommendations.
Reasons beyond academics the option of transferring."
ers] to stay, but if they want to
Goundie said that he has been
Chris Loeffler estimates that
leave, we want to help them in may induce many freshman to
stay. For some freshmen, Perry overall, "a minority of students counseling football players as they
any way possible," he said.
decisions about what to do
For some players, the transfer said, Swarthmore is the only place will transfer. Out of 40 freshmen, make
the program is gone. He
that
now
probably
seniors,
and
sophomores,
football.
process is complete or near com- they could have played
contacting deans of
been
has
more
But
go.
will
15
to
10
only
pletion. Alex Karnal begins class- Many feel they won't have a complayers are considerthat
schools
open."
options
their
keep
will
es at MIT on Feb. 6. Joe Corso petitive edge at other schools,
recommendations
writing
and
ing
seem
juniors
for
options
The
has already begun the semester at since even here, very few freshapplications. To
players'
the
for
Even
constrained.
to be a bit more
Pennsylvania. The application men got playing time this year.
decision about
a
make
them
help
transferred,
has
"If you can't play at though Corso
process to Johns Hopkins
with
discussing
is
he
transferring,
considerUniversity continues for Nick Swarthmore, there is not a good many other juniors are
about
feeling
are
they
how
players
for
just
Loiacono, though he has chosen chance that you can play any- ing leaving Swarthmore
the fall semester of their senior the decision and what they want
to leave Swarthmore while he where else," he said.
year. Doug Kneeland plans to get from their college experience.
Lane Oatey agreed.
waits to hear from the university.
The admissions office, Goundie
"We have a lot of good guys on an internship or do an exchange
Some other football players
what it can to
are in the late stages of applying our team, a lot of good athletes. semester at a school with a foot- said, is also doing
want to transfer.
for transfer. Perry, who was They would have a shot on ball team. He guessed that 90 per- help players who
can advise
recruited by Amherst just a year Swarthmore's team when they were cent of juniors will go to some The admissions staff
admission
transfer
the
about
in
football
play
to
school
other
"But
they
said.
he
upperclassmen,"
ago, is now finishing his
at the
contacts
make
and
process
fall.
the
other
on
hard
time
a
would
have
Amherst transfer application for
of
other
colleges.
offices
admission
Student
for
Dean
Associate
is
think
that
I
Realistically,
the Feb. 1 deadline. Because stu- teams.
But there is always the possidents need a year of college what's made their decision [to stay], Life Tedd Goundie concurred,
of coming back to
bility
also
may
some
that
added
and
school."
the
to
attachment
an
experience in order to transfer not
Swarthmore.
abroad.
go
to
choose
finanthat
suggested
Clarke
schools, he was unable to leave
"Once you are admitted 'to
The college has been doing
Swarthmore after the fall semes- cial aid is keeping some players
you can always
Swarthmore,
think
players
the
help
it
to
what
can
ter. He is hoping to hear back from transferring.
said.
Goundie
back,"
come
to
and
decision
transfer
the
aid
through
"There is good financial
early from Amherst about his
application so he won't have to
apply elsewhere. Like Perry,
Clark is considering a couple of
schools, but he has heard from
the football coach and admissions staff at Williams that his
application looks good.
Players say that they are taking
into account academic prestige as
well as football in their consideration of which colleges to apply
to. Perry said that many colleges
were interested in him that had
ss
aca ermc ngor t an warthmore.
Citing Williams' number three
ranking in US News and World
A Multi-media show of a Danish vagabond's personal
Report compared to Swarthmore's
journey through the American underclass.
number two ranking, Clark said,
"it's not much of a step down." He
was recruited and accepted by
Williams out of high school.
LiliCt/ in 400 Arricritun
Started eank with only $40.
Swarthmore will keep some
homes.from the
sold Mood twice a week
Rocicfclicrs to the
players here, however. Dan
m by film for hiS
poorest southern
Chamberlain has not started lookstuirocroppers.
ing for colleges and is leaning
towards staying.
"The academics are better here
than at other schools. The academics are why I came here - for the
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Applications for the Fall
Semester
Student Teaching/Internships
are now available at the Student
Teaching Office, 130 Shibles
Hall. Application deadline is
February 28 for students ready
to begin an internship in the Fall
2001 Semester. For further
information, call Maxine Harrow
at 581-2456.
...I
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2001 7:00 p.m.
100 DONALD P. CORBETT
free and open to the public--refreshments will be served
For more info, call 581-2609
Program, Multicultural Programs, Division of Lifelong Learning,
Studies
Co-sponsored by the Peace
Cultural Affairs Committee, Provost's Office, and others.

After american pictures...
For those who would like to continue the conversation on American
Pictures, please join us
Tuesday, February 6
•
3-5 p.m.
Bodwell Lounge, 2nd Floor, MCA
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Catch up with men's hockey winter break action
By Jim Leonard
Men's Hockey Reporter

Star forward Niko Dimitrakos
suffered a broken wrist in preseason and was out until
The advent of the semester November. Brendan Donovan,
break saw the UMaine men's another promising freshman,
hockey team at a crossroads. suffered a lacerated kidney.
After a Dec. 14 home victory Upon his return to the lineup, the
over UMass-Amherst, the Black injury was aggravated and he
Bears stood at 4-4-1 in Hockey will probably be shut down for
East, 7-6-4 overall.
the year. Peter Metcalf hurt his
Though not inspiring on the knee, forcing him to sit for a
surface, these numbers aren't rep- month. Finally, on Dec. 8, Chris
resentative of what Maine has Heisten, the team's leading scorfaced since the season's begin- er at the time, was knee checked
ning.
by BU defenseman Freddy
Coming into a horrific Meyer and went down with a
October non-conference sched- serious knee injury.
ule, the team was forced to deal
Beyond these issues, Maine
with _real life, specifically coach wasn't scoring. Defensively they
Shawn Walsh's battle with kidney were, and still are, one of the top
cancer. Just before the season teams in the country. Offensively
opener with North Dakota came they were generating shots in
another bombshell. Incoming bunches, but failing to convert on
phenom Colin Shields was most of them.
declared ineligible for the year by
Remember that this is a young
the NCAA.
club. The Black Bear roster is
The hits just kept on coming. made up primarily of first- and

second-year players.
"We've made a lot of the mistakes that young teams make,"
Lucas Lawson said. "But we've
learned from them and hopefully
that will help us out later on."
"We've had some hard lessons," co-captain A.J. Begg said.
Here's a sampling of some of
those lessons. A 3-2 overtime
loss to Ohio State on Oct. 27 in
which Maine outshot the
Buckeyes 58-21. Another overtime loss, this one to Dartmouth
on a weird deflection. A 3-3 tie
with Northeastern in Portland in
which the Huskies erased a twogoal Black Bear lead in the final
three minutes of regulation.
Finally on Jan. 12 the Black
Bears are forced to settle for a
tie with Boston University after
a harmless flip by BU defenseman Pat Aufiero deflects off
Doug Janik's stick and into the
Maine net.
The true measure of a team's

character isn't determined by
how it handles success. If this is
to be believed, this edition of the
Ice Bears is long on character.
Maine has brushed off the ice
chips and responded.
First there was Florida. Maine
first defeated Clarkson as Peter
Metcalf celebrated his return to
the lineup with a pair of assists.
The following night, the Black
Bears won the College Christmas
Classic with a 2-1 victory over
Cornell. Metcalf was named the
tourney MVP.
Next up was UNH. On Jan. 5,
Matt Yeats and Wildcat goalie Ty
Conklin engaged in an old-fashioned goaltending duel and
emerged in a virtual draw. Each
netminder stopped 29 shots and
each allowed no goals. The following evening Conklin continued his other-worldly play
against Maine, backstopping a 41 UNH win.
This set up an important series

against BU. The Black Bears and
Terriers were tied for fourth place
in Hockey East, with 11 points
each. Fourth place is the jumping
off spot for home ice in the
Hockey East quarterfinals.
On Friday, Jan. 12, the inadvertent Janik tip-in allowed BU to
steal a point. By all accounts, it
was a tough loss. The next night,
the Black Bears continued to persevere, taking a 3-1 victory on
two Dimitrakos goals in the third
period and some outstanding
goaltending from Yeats down the
stretch.
"We've only lost one of our
last seven," said Walsh after the
victory. "This puts us in the mix.
We just have to take it one step at
a time."
"This was a huge victory for
us," said co-captain Doug Janik.
"After last night, it was important
to come back strong."
For a team building character,
the projects just get tougher.

Offseason moves may give Red Sox postseason opportunities
By Michael Perkins
Sports Columnist

one of the toughest divisions in
baseball? If you're a Red Sox fan
you have to hope that the undying
New York Yankees will start a
ride on the down slope in 2001
and that the Toronto Blue Jays
losing David Wells will indefinitely affect they're hopes for a
playoff spot this season.
The hype is definitely showing
for the Red Sox as far as the fans
are concerned with over 100,000
tickets already sold for Sunday
games alone during the 2001 season. If you are a Boston devotee,
then you have to be looking forward to an offensive lineup that

It could easily be said that Red
Sox general manager Dan
Duquette has been a busy man
this Major League Baseball offseason; picking up several free
agents including Hideo Nomo,
David Cone and most importantly
Manny Ramirez. But is it enough
to turn the Red Sox into a World
Series champion team for the first
time in 83 years? Well, they definitely have as good a chance as
anybody, but will they have what
it takes to be a solid contender in

will now not only include returning sluggers Nomar Garciaparra
and Carl Everett, but will now
embrace the undeniable offensive
skills of Manny Ramirez.
Manny Ramirez, a four time
All-Star who is now 28 years old,
signed with the Red Sox for an
eight-year deal with an option for
the 2009 and 2010 seasons.
Ramirez has also pledged to
donate $1 million dollars to
Boston area charities that help
Latino youths over the course of
his contract with the Red Sox.
Ramirez had a career-best season
last year that included a .351 bat-
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ting average, 38 home runs, 122 and Hideo Nomo, but who takes
runs batted in, 34 doubles and 74 the four and five spots is still
extra base hits. This is all after uncertain with seven pitchers
missing 44 games because of a fighting for the position. Bret
left hamstring injury. He has a Saberhagen and David Cone look
career .394 batting average with like the most worthy of the conthe bases loaded and ranked in the tenders. Hideo Nomo, known for
top 10 in nine of the American his unorthodox pitching style,
League's offensive categories for won eight games last year with
the 2000 season.
the Detroit Tigers. He has also
Hopefully the newly acquired gotten his fastball back: over 90
pitching in Hideo Nomo and miles per hour and has showed to
David Cone can add depth to a have back the control he came
Pedro focused pitching staff. into the Major Leagues with in
Pedro tallied a 1.74 earned run five years ago.
average while the next lowest on
The Red Sox did finish the
the team was close to three earned 2000 season with a record over
runs a game from Derek Lowe, .500, but were still two and a half
who did lead the league in saves games behind the division chamwith 42. Cone now 37, played his pion Yankees that kept them out
worst season last year that includ- of the playoffs and out of the runed a lofty 6.91 earned run aver- ning for a wildcard spot. The
age. Cone does bring years of Baltimore Orioles and the Tampa
experience, but will definitely Bay Devil Rays finished their
have to Show manager Jimmy seasons much further behind in
Williams and Pitching coach Joe the race for a chance in the playKerrigan that he still has what it offs, being thirteen and a half and
takes to be a starting pitcher in the eighteen games behind New
York.
American League.
So will all the work the Red
Williams has made a point of
saying that the starting spots are Sox are putting into their roster be
open to those who can prove they enough to put World Series
are worth the position. The two
and three spots will almost surely
See RED SOX on page 16
be handed out to Rolando Arrojo
'
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Women's hockey beats Northeastern, ties Providence
By Jeff Mannix
Women's Hockey Reporter
The Maine women's hockey
team had arguably its most successful weekend of hockey in the
program's four year history the
weekend of Jan. 20-21 at Alfond
Arena. The Black Bears beat
Northeastern, the eighth-ranked
team in the country by a score 54. Maine followed that up with an
exciting 3-3 tie against Number
10 ranked Providence.
Maine opened the weekend on
Saturday night against a
Northeastern team that had struggled of late. The Huskies came
into the game with a four-game
losing streak.
The struggles continued for
Northeastern, although early, it
looked like they would break out
of their funk.
Maine opened the scoring at
5:37 of the first period when
Karen Droog was able to find a
loose puck at the left side of the
crease and poke it passed
Northeastern's stand-out netminder, Erica Silva.
The Huskies answered quickly. Colleen Coen took a shot that
was blocked by a Maine defender. But the rebound slid to
Kathleen Savino, who beat
Maine goalie Amanda Cronin
five-hole to tie the game at 6:35.
Northeastern took the lead
four minutes later on the power
play when Lisa Giovanelli slid a
backhander inside the near post
from the top of the left slot.

Raffi Wolf scored a power
time for a change.
"My assistant coach, (Arnie) play goal at 12:38 when she
Caplan came over to me and said, tucked a backhander inside the
think we should pull her', and I near post. Lauren Steblen got the
agreed," Filighera said. "It wasn't assist on the play.
The turning point in the game
Cronin's fault. It was a gut
shortly after that goal. At
move."
came
great
a
instinct, and it was
game
13:35, Naomi Smethurst was
Dawn Froats entered the
in goal for Maine. But things did- assessed a five minute roughing
a
shoving
for
n't look good when she gave up a major
in
goal on the second shot she saw. Northeastern player down
It came at 15:01 of the first on the front of the net. Maine killed the
power play. Kim Greene got a penalty easily, not letting
breakaway down the right wing Northeastern have a single scorand shot it on Froats. She made ing chance. "We controlled the
the save but left the rebound free puck almost the whole time,"
in front. Greene got it and beat Filighera said. That gave the
team the confidence it would
her to the stick side.
After that, Froats played a need for the rest of the game.
Andrea Keller gave Maine an
stellar game. She ended up making 22 saves on the night, includ- extra added boost to heading into
ing a few beauties down the the locker room. She found a
stretch. The best save came with loose puck lying in the right slot
5:09 left when Froats gloved a and fired a backhand past Silva
point blank shot by Jennifer with only three seconds left in the
Santarre that was labeled for the period to give Maine a 5-3 advantage.
top corner.
a
big
Kim Greene's second of the
that
was
it
think
"I didn't
night
came at 8:47 of the third for
it,"
remember
really
save. I don't
but it was too little,
Northeastern,
focused
Fraots said. "I was really
Maine
held off some late
late.
too
in the third period. My team was
the
Huskies, but conbehind me, so that gave me con- charges by
trolled play throughout the third
fidence."
Maine won the game on a to come away with the 5-4 upset
four-goal explosion in the second victory. That was Maine's eighth
period. It all started when Droog win this season at Alfond Arena.
intercepted a pass behind the That breaks the club of record of
Northeastern net. She fired a pass seven, which was set in 1997-'98
to Andrea Keller, who fed Megan and '98-'99.
Coach Filighera was very
Aarts in front. She one-timed it
past Silva to cut the Husky to pleased with the victory. "This is
easily the biggest win in the prolead to 3-2 at 4:23.
Kelly Nelson tied the game a grams history," he said."This one

period and carried it on the rest of
.
the game," Raffi Wolf said.
"We were the better team
tonight," Megan Aarts added.
"We worked hard tonight. This
will give us a lot of confidence.
We know we can beat anyone
now."
"We had a full team effort
tonight," Andrea Keller said.
"Everyone could. feel that we
would play well tonight. I've
never seen our team so pumped
up as we were tonight."
The Black Bears carried that
fire into their game on Sunday
against the Providence Friars,
who came into the game with a
four-game losing streak themselves. The Friars were also
severely short-handed. They
only suited eight forwards and
five defenders for the game and
played with three forward lines
and two defensive lines.
High drama ensued at the end
of the third period of this game.
With only 11 seconds left, Maine
was pressuring for the tying goal.
As Maine took a shot, Friar
defender Val Bono intentionally
knocked the net off its mooring.
She was called for a delaying the
game penalty and a 10 minute
misconduct.
Maine was awarded a penalty shot because, by rule, if a
player knocks the net off intentionally with under two minutes
remaining in a game, or in overtime, a penalty shot is to be
awarded.
There was no doubt in

Cronin, who was not in great

minute later when she broke

was big. I saw it coming all year.

Filighera's mind who he wanted

position, gave up her second goal
of the game without making a
save. At that point, head coach
Rick Filighera decided it was

down the left wing, deeked to her
backhand and went upstairs over
Silva. Emily Stevens got an
assist.

This will give us momentum to
try and make the playoffs."
His players agreed. "We
played really strong in the second

to take the shot."My first thought
was 'who's our goal scorer,— he
said. "Karen (Droog) is our goal
scorer. I felt I had to go with my

goal scorer."
Droog made good on the
chance. She decked to her backhand and just slipped the puck
under the right pad of Providence
goalie Brigit Keady to give
Maine the tie and a much needed
point in the ECAC stadings.
"I was shocked when he
(Filighera) picked me to take it,"
she said after the game. "I was
really nervous as soon as he said
that, but I wanted to take it. And I
really wanted to score."
Droog had been stopped twice
on breakaways by Keady earlier
in the game. "Our goalie (Dawn
Froats) gave me the idea to go to
the backhand," Droog said. "She
was really strong to my forehand
side, so I went to backhand the
third time. She got a piece of it,
but luckily, it went in."
Maine went up early in the
game with two first-period goals.
One from Andrea Keller and one
from Esther Granville.
Providence came storming
back with three goals from Jenn
Butsch in the first, and Kim
Mathias and Darlene Stephenson
in third before Droog's penalty
shot goal.
Filighera referred to the tie as
feeling like a win after the game.
"We could have won today," he
said. "We got the tie late in the
game, and we controlled the
overtime."
"We took three out of four
points against very good teams
this weekend," he said. "This is
going to help us a lot down the
road as we try to make the playoffs."
Maine will next play on Feb. 3
at Brown and then at Harvard the
next day.

Winter break action yields 2-2 record for women's hockey
By Jeff Manrnx
Women's Hockey Reporter
The University of Maine
women's hockey team won two
games and lost two games in
January over the semester break.
Maine defeated the Yale Bulldogs
and the Boston College Eagles, but
fell to the Princeton Tigers and the
top-ranked Dartmouth Big Green.
Maine came off its nearly one
month layoff with a home game
on Jan. 6 against Yale. Maine
jumped on the board quickly with
goals from freshmen forwards
Megan Aarts and Emily Stevens
at 3:22 and 6:07, respectively.
Yale would cut the lead in half
only two minutes later. Sara Wood
scored at 8:55 from Deanna
McDevitt and Lisa Meyers.
The Bulldogs tied the score at
17:12 when McDevitt took a feed
from Wood and beat Maine goalie
Dawn Froats to the stick side.
Meyers also got an assist on the play.
Captain Kelly Nelson scored
the eventual game-winner at 8:18
of the second period. Nelson
scored from between the face off
circles when her shot deflected
off a Yale defender and over
goalie Nicolette Franck. Andrea
Keller got an assist on the goal
that was scored with four skaters
on each side.
Karen Droog added an empty
tlener atAp or the,tbird to give

Maine the 4-2 win. Froats made
18 saves in the winning effort.
"We were fortunate," head
coach Rick Filighera said after
the game."I think we were a little
rusty today with long layoff, but
today's game will help everyone
get their legs back. I was proud of
them, though, because they found
a way to win."
Maine didn't have luck on its
side that was there the day before
when they took on Princeton at
the Alfond on Jan. 7. Maine fell
behind early when Princeton's
top scorer, Andrea Kilbourne
scored only 2:12 into the game to
make it 1-0 Tigers.
Karen Droog tied the game at
17:13 of the first with an assist
from Keller.
Raffi Wolf gave Maine the
lead only 40 seconds later when
she scored the goal that made her
Maine's all-time leading scorer.
Her sixth goal of the year was
good enough for her 76th point,
which eclipses the career point
mark that was held by Alison
Lorenz. Nelson, and Cindy Biron
got assists on the historic goal.
Jessica Federly tied the score
for Princeton at 10:45 of the second period, with assists from Lucy
Firestone and Susan Hobson.
Maine would take the lead
again in the third period when
Keller beat Sarah Ahlquist at
10:59. However, two goals from

Princeton's Gretchen Anderson
would do in the Black Bears.
Anderson scored the first of
the two on the power play at
12:49. The second came on a
two-on-one breakaway with
Kilbourne. Anderson moved in
and just got a shot to trickle
through the pads of Maine's
freshman goalie Lara Smart.
Smart made 30 saves in her
collegiate debut, but it goes in the
books as a 4-3 loss.
Coach Fili7era thought that
Smart played well in her first game.
"She played a steady game today.
Our goaltending today wasn't an
issue, and never is," he said. "I'm
glad we got to see how she did in a
pressure situation, and she did fine."
However he was very frustrated
loss. "That was two points
the
at
have had. A dumb
should
we
the third. That was
in
cost
penalty
he said."That's
have,"
to
our game
frustrating loss
most
my
probably
just as
deserved
We
coach.
as a
win
to
the
hockdid
they
much as
team
our
just
but
doesn't
ey game,
get these kinds of wins, and I can't
put my finger on it."
Maine wouldn't have it any
easier in the next game, which
was played on Jan. 13 at
Thompson Arena against the
Dartmouth Big Green.
The top-ranked team in the
nation wasted no time in building
a load. Liz Macri scored at 2:49

of the first period to get the game. Amanda Cronin made
Dartmouth on the board. That 45 saves in the loss.
The next day looked more
was followed up by a Carrie
upon the Black Bears
kindly
Green
Big
the
give
to
tally
Sekela
visited the Conte
they
when
one.
after
a 2-0 lead
Hill, Mass. to
Chestnut
in
Forum
the
in
lead
the
built
Dartmouth
College.
Boston
on
take
Haggard
Carly
when
second frame
Karen Droog scored the first of
scored at 1:18. Louise Pietrangelo
three goals only 23 seconds in
her
give
to
5:35
added one at
on assists from Keller and
game
the
two.
after
lead
Dartmouth a 4-0
scored her second goal
She
Nelson.
rally
a
at
effort
an
Maine made
at 3:24 of the secafternoon
netted
the
of
Keller
Andrea
in the third.
completed her
Droog
period.
ond
an
with
6:17
at
year
the
of
her fourth
at 2:33 of the
trick
hat
career
Sjogren
second
Jarin
Nelson.
assist from
a 4-0 lead.
Maine
gave
which
third,
would add another at 18:45.
score 3the
made
Biron
Cindy
But all hopes were dashed
assists
on
second
the
of
when Haggard scored her second 0 at 4:36
Emily
Wolf.
Sjogren
and
of the game and put the Black from
one
for
added
more
good
Bears away. The game ended Stevens
with a 5-2 Dartmouth win.
See WOMEN'S HOCKEY on page 16
Maine was outshot 50-18 in
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Summer Jobs With Upward Bound
Work with high school students on the UMaine Campus
(6/18-8/3)
We need Language Arts, Foreign Language, Math and
Science teachers; Research Specialist; Project
Coordinator; Technical Writing teachers; Residential
Counselors; Work Experience Coordinators, Volunteer
Experience Coordinator, Workshop Coordinator;
Nurse/Health Educator; Weekend Coordinators, Summer
Work-Study extremely helpful. Excellent professional
experience. Room and board
available for some positions.
Details/applications can be sent to:
Upward Bound
226 Chadbourne Hall
University of Maine
411110111111W.
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Crash makes
Super Bowl
not so super
By John Contreraz
Sports Editor
Getting ready for the Super Bowl
seems like such a process. The
Super Bowl has become a two-week
long ordeal that attracts worldwide
attention. Trying to get The Maine
Campus' television to get a CBS
signal was the pressing issue of the
night for me. The TV reception was
so horrible that if it was snowing in
Tampa Bay, I wouldn't have been
able to tell the difference.
Working up to the Mecca of
professional football yesterday
seemed like a larger than life
event. But it's not. The sports
world was reminded of that fact
when two Oklahoma State
University men's basketball playgh 35 points in the game
ers died in a plane crash along Maine's Julian Dunkley goes to the hoop against Towson in Thursday night's win. Dunkely scored a career-hi
CANNIFF.
JASON
BY
with six other people closely and added 29 against Delaware Saturday night. CAMPUS PHOTO
associated with the university and
two pilots. This reality check
puts sports in the back seat and
that's how it should be.
The win improves the Black
route .to an 80-63 win, the meetsame page."
By Lucas Peterson
It happens all the time. Sports
conference record to 7-4,
Bears'
As a team associated with ing seemed like a success.
Men's Basketball Reporter
takes on a metaphor for life. It
and drops Delaware
overall,
14-6
captain
slow starts, the Maine men need- • After the game, senior
takes on forms that it shouldn't.
in America East.
8-3
12-8,
to
his
Fresh off a confidence build- ed to avoid another one with the Julian Dunkley explained
Some say football games are like
in fourth place in
alone
is
Maine
this
into
the team's mindset heading
war. They're not. War is war. ing overtime win Thursday Blue Hens. Delaware hit
seven games
with
conference
the
e win- game.
There's not a substitute. While against Towson, the Black Bears Alfond riding a seven-gam
remaining.
depend"We knew our season
coach
I've never played football, every could ill afford a let down with 8- ning streak under first-year
Maine jumped to the early
on every conference game we
ed
counMaine
.
Henderson
David
game I've ever seen ended with 2 Delaware in town Saturday
to
lead by pulling off an 18-0 run
have left, so we wanted
handshakes. The Super Bowl is a night. The team held a players- tered that with a three straight
approach this game as the biggest capped by a Dunkley jumper. Just
great event. It's a wonderful dis- only meeting prior to the meeting regular season wins against
See MEN'S BASKETBALL
sprinted game of the season, the biggest
play of talented athletes at the cli- with its America East rival to Delaware. After Maine
said.
Dunkley
year,"
our
of
game
on page 16
en
start the game
max of their careers. But don't let "make sure everyone was on the to a 20-6 lead to
it be more than that.
The sports world is hit hard by
tragedies because the general
public is familiar with many athMorrison, who replaced losing
essentially clinching the regular 13:56 mark when freshman
By Jim Leonard
letes who make it into spotlight so
Matt Yeats (6 saves) in the
goalie
the
for
Francis Nault scored
season conference title.
Men's Hockey Reporter
it hits home for everyone.
made 12 saves. Scott
period,
first
an
Defensem
BC (20-6-1, 13-3-1) capital- Black Bears.
The sports world gets caught
third
a
added
See MEN'S HOCKEY on page 16
Hope sprang eternal for the ized on Maine mistakes on Friday Michael Schutte
up in records, heros and for getMaine.
for
goal
period
On
4-1
a
victory.
take
to
night
hockmen's
ting to the big game, the media University of Maine
night, Black Bear
portrays superstars as higher ey team as they headed to Boston Saturday
Hobey Baker candiand
nemesis
beings. But they're just normal College for a key two-game
scored five
Gionta
Brian
date
people whose salaries and jobs series against the Hockey East
as the
period
first
the
in
goals
take them to the national spotlight. leading Eagles.
7-2.
rolled,
Maine had 16st only one of its Eagles
- With that being said, why should
Gionta scored and evenRay Lewis'thoughts and feelings be last seven coming into the weekand powera more pressing issue than the two end and had positioned itself strength, shorthanded
minutes of
people who died in the streets a year nicely for a home-ice berth in the play goal within seven
has to be
ago after last year's Super Bowl in Hockey East quarterfinals in the first period for what
the rarest possible natural hat
Atlanta? The pre-Super Bowl media March.
this
trick. He added another powerg
changed
Everythin
a
circus of reporters wanted break
play tally at the 17:28 mark of the
weekend.
story that day. There was only one
Boston College took both opening frame and put the finish16
See SPORTS COLUMN on page
games from the Black Bears, ing touches on a career night
when his slapper beat Black Bear
441141 110110**
'
goalie Matt Yeats with only two
seconds remaining in the period.
"After the first three, you figure you've got it going," Gionta
said. "I was just happy with that.
The rest, well, the puck had eyes
for me tonight."
Chuck Kobasew and Krys
Kolanos added second period tallies as the Eagles built a 7-0 lead Brian Gionta scored five goals in Saturday's matchup against
in the second period. Maine Maine. With his first three goals he became the all-time hat trick
finally broke through at the leader at Boston College. COURTESY PHOTO.

Dunkley leads Maine over Towson, Delaware

Gionta leads BC to season sweep of Black Bears
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